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Is Your Business  
 Ready for Recovery?

By Jerry Heppes, Sr., CAE

i n  T O U C H

W 
E ARE IN THE MIDDLE OF A SCORCH-�
ing summer here on the East Coast, and 
between the heat and the tough business 

climate, it is easy to become frustrated. But just as 
fall will soon be here and we will see some relief, 
this economy will recover and we will all enjoy 
relief and perhaps expansion.

Coming into this bad economy, the good news 
for our industry was that we are at the end of 
the construction process, and our industry had 
numerous early signs that gave us plenty of time 
to make appropriate adjustments. The down side 
is that when the recovery starts, we will have to 
wait until the end of the building cycle to enjoy 
the improvement. That being said, it is appropriate 
to continually develop your business strategies 
for surviving this downturn, but also to position 
yourself to quickly take advantage of a recovery. 

Ask yourself: If the recovery started next week, 
what would we need to do to take advantage of 
it quicker than our competition? What staffing 
strategies would we need to address? What 
markets do we need to pursue? Which customers 
will also be prepared, and with whom should 
we strengthen our relationships? What policy 
changes would we need to adjust? If we have been 
loose on our policies, such as collection, is it time 
to tighten them up? When do we begin to increase 
margins? What about moving into new areas such 
as inspections or end-�user sales?

As part of this preparation for the recovery, it is 
the perfect time to begin talking with your better 
customers. Ask them about their projections for 
improvement. Ask what new services you might 
provide. I can assure you that your competition 
is not talking, but surviving. The successful 
companies are talking with their customers about 
their current status and their projections.  

This type of information can be valuable and will 
send a positive message to your customers that 
you intend to be around for the long haul.

One of the great business models with a 
strong upside is to work closely with end users 
throughout the life cycle of the building. This year 
we will be addressing this critical opportunity at 
the 2012 Forum for the Future and a new summit 
during the ISC West show. We will be conducting 
research with end users, contractors, security 
dealers and systems integrators to understand the 
various processes we need to address to pursue 
this model. Specifically, we will be looking at 
installation, end-�user sales, electronic access 
control sales and inspections. These are all 
opportunities for our industry, and we will help 
you understand how to enter this market and 
successfully position your company. It is never too 
soon to plan, and this is the type of strategy you 
need to consider when the recovery starts!

Hang in there—fall is just around the corner!  

Get Your Business Ready!

n   CoNEXTions 2012 Las Vegas
October 17 & 18, 2012

n   Summit 2013 at ISC West
April 2013

n   CoNEXTions 2014 Dallas
June 25-27, 2014 
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ERHAPS ONE OF THE MOST CHALLENGING ELEMENTS 
of building design is to conform with fire and 

smoke separation provisions of the codes. Typically, 
compliance with these provisions suggests difficulty 
in designating open communication areas throughout 
the structure. This article looks at some historically 
problematic situations and examines new technol-�
ogy that satisfies code yet renders creative, open 
and spacious design. For the sake of discussion and 
simplicity, we will reference the International Building 
Code (IBC). With few exceptions, the IBC has been 
universally adopted in the United States and in many 
other countries. Notwithstanding, the applications 
considered here are fundamental in any model code 
where openings are created in fire-� and smoke-�rated 
wall assemblies. 

Table 715.4 of the 2009 edition of the IBC, titled “Fire 
Door and Fire Shutter Protection Ratings,” specifically 
defines the minimum fire door and fire shutter ratings 
when placed in fire-� and/or smoke-�resistance-�rated 
wall assemblies. Five walls are addressed in the table: 
Fire Wall, Fire Barrier, Fire Partition, Smoke Barrier, 
and Smoke Partition. Each of these walls is designed 
to protect building spaces by resisting the passage 
of fire and/or smoke in differing applications and 
circumstances. Therefore, an opening created in any of 
these walls must be protected during a fire emergency 
in order to maintain the rating of the protected space. 
Hence, a door or shutter assembly used for this purpose 
is often referred to as an opening protective. 

Typically a conventional door, such as a swing or 
commodity-�style roll-�down steel door, is restricted in 
size due to its design and operation. However, taking 

All images courtesy McKeon Door Company.

Innovative wide-span opening protectives  
offer the benefit of complying with passive  
redundant provisions of the building code 
while maintaining open design.

P

Unlocking Open Design with Fire Door Systems
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advantage of heightened expertise 
and new innovations, engineered and 
tested to U.S. standards, fire-�rated 
doors and shutters have dramati-�
cally increased in width and height. 
When desired, designers can tap into 
a new world of wide-�span opening 
protectives, spanning widths and 
heights never before imagined in 
fire-�rated construction. Many models 
have been tested and labeled for 
unlimited widths and heights. 

Let’s examine specific areas of the 
regulatory provisions wherein the 
use of wide-�span opening protec-�
tives become a solution without 
compromising code or design.

Area	Separation

A building structure’s allowable 
height and area are determined 
largely by two basic factors: the 
combustibility of its structural 
materials and occupancy type or 
use, and its purpose. When a design 

exceeds the established code values 
for maximum height and area, 
the intent of the code is to create 
another separate building structure 
to incorporate the increase. For 
example, the tabular values in Table 
503, “Allowable Building Heights 
and Areas,” limit a Type IIA struc-�
ture used as an A-�3 occupancy to 
three stories and 15,500 square feet 
per story. Should the design exceed 
these size parameters, it either must 
be designed under a less combus-�
tible construction type, such as Type 
IA or IB that permits greater allow-�
ances, or the designer must create a 
second structure to maintain a Type 
IIA construction type. (Please note 
that there are certain components 
that can be added to the construc-�
tion that will allow height and area 
increases over and above the tabular 
values in Table 503, but they are 
beyond this article’s scope.)

Since increasing construction cost 
by decreasing combustibility using 

different materials is not always 
desirable, the code allows interior 
fire walls to serve as separations 
sufficient to consider each space 
as a separate structure. In essence, 
multiple compliant buildings can be 
created within the same structure 
and under a common roof if divided 

by David Dodge, CSI, CDT

Unlocking Open Design with Fire Door Systems

Figure	1:	In	this	high	occupant	load	mixed-use	facility,	fire	
separation	and	exit	width	are	satisfied	with	one	wide-span	
opening	protective.

Three	different	wide-span	opening	protectives	in	this	extremely	spacious	area	allow	the		
retail	mall	and	adjoining	spaces	to	be	common.
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into spaces within the allowable 
height and area for their construc-�
tion type using fire walls.

The decision to use the area 
separation strategy is usually 
determined early in a project’s 
conceptual design phase. A typical 
frustration encountered during this 
phase centers around construc-�
tion cost versus area allowance. In 
other words, has there ever been a 
concern when designing a structure 
because the area allowances were 
exceeded and pushed to increase 

the construction type? Additionally, 
when required to change a 
construction type to accommodate 
additional area, what was the 
increase in cost, and how did the 
client react to it?

Justifiably, designers are hesitant 
to consider the use of an area 
separation wall because of the 
limitations for openings, as implied 
with conventional egress doors. 
Fortunately, large openings in fire 
walls can be entertained with the 
use of wide-�span opening protec-�
tives, and lesser cost construction 
types can be used in creating large, 
functional structures. 

A	Technology	with	Multiple	Options

Wide-�span opening protectives 
are no longer limited to conven-�
tional, accordion-�style assemblies 
with oversized head-�track and 
extensive pocket configurations. 
Newer technology is available 
in three basic categories: vertical 
acting, side acting, and horizontal 
(on the horizontal plane) acting. 
With the exception of the horizon-�
tal assembly, all options include 
conventional swinging egress 
doors or a code-�complying, power-�
assisted egress system. Regardless 
of the design conditions, there is 
always an option to preserve the 
original design intent with little 
disruption to head, floor or wall 
configurations. This article will use 
the building code as a lens to exam-�
ine additional code challenges and 
their solutions.

Occupancy Separation
Many buildings are designed for 

multiple uses that typically result 
in more than one occupancy clas-�
sification (Figure 1, page 7). The 
building code specifically classifies 

a building according to its use and 
occupancy. The level of fire hazard 
varies with specific uses and occu-�
pancy types, as well as construction 
types. For example, during a fire 
emergency, the first and primary 
concern is to manage the building 
occupants to include exiting them 
as quickly as possible from the 
structure. A portion of a build-�
ing used for large occupant loads 
requires much different provisions 
for fire and life safety than a section 
of the structure where there are 
few occupants. In these cases, it is 
critical to classify each portion and 
accordingly adjust the fire and life 
safety systems.

The code provides many options 
under the umbrella of three basic 
categories: accessory, separated, 
and non-�separated occupancies. 
In most cases, the least expensive 
route is to simply separate each 
of the occupancies with fire-�rated 
wall configurations. This is often 
viewed as a design risk due to the 
implied closing down of open space 
or communicating spaces with solid 
walls. However, what if those solid 
walls could be opened and secured 
with wide-�span opening protectives 
that close only in case of fire? What 
if they had unlimited width and 
extreme height certifications, obscure 
head tracks as narrow as less than 
51 mm (2 in.), pocket width dimen-�
sions as narrow as 102 mm (4 in.), 
and custom designs possible? Rated 
separation can literally be open. 

Vertical Opening Separation
Vertical openings between floors 

are designed consistently in multi-�
story buildings in many different 
shapes, heights and uses (Figure 2). 
For the purpose of code enforcement, 
the following general categories are 
described in the building code:

Figure 2: An open stair touches several levels 
in a multi-story university classroom building.
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 ■ shaft enclosures (e.g., escalators, 
mezzanines, stairs or ramps, 
and elevators and dumbwaiters)

 ■ atriums
 ■ vertical exit enclosures
 ■ non-�egress and/or communi-�

cating stairs
When two or more floors are open 

to each other, a vertical opening 
is usually created, and the phrase 
“floors are common with each 
other” characterizes the condi-�
tion. Two fundamental principles 
drive the requirements of vertical 
opening protection. The first is the 
migration of smoke, heat and toxic 
gases between floors. Second is the 
egress of building occupants from 

upper levels to a safe level of exit 
discharge.

Wide-�span opening protectives 
play a significant role in preserving 
open design, while at the same time 
provide compliance with restrictive 
shaft provisions that govern the use 
of vertical openings in multi-�story 
buildings.

Design professionals should 
examine the non-�egress stair for a 
better understanding of problem-�
solving technology. The paradigm of 
the code relative to vertical openings 
is simply that one must provide a 
vertical shaft to enclose the vertical 
space. However, there are some 
options provided in the shaft provi-�

sion section wherein a complete 
shaft is not always necessary.

One of those options suggests 
that if a non-�egress stair (i.e., stairs 
not required for egress from the 
structure) communicates between 
only two floors—in most cases, there 
are adequate exits from each of the 
two floors other than the non-�egress 
or convenience stair—then an enclo-�
sure is not required.

For example, if the design includes 
a three-�story open space that 
incorporates a non-�egress stair, 
separation would only be required 
to separate one of the floors from 
the other two using rated enclo-�
sure construction, leaving two 
common, contiguous vertical spaces. 
However, the intent is to have all 
three spaces contiguous. The use of 
wide-�span opening protectives that 
adapt to the current design criteria 
and are located on one of the three 
designated floors can easily solve 
the problem. These assemblies will 
only close in case of fire. Therefore, 
all three floors during normal build-�
ing activity are open to each other.

Atrium Separation
Atrium provisions are written 

to be a viable substitute in lieu of 
a solid fire barrier shaft (Figure 3). 
These code provisions also include 
extensive smoke evacuation systems 
so that a tenable environment can be 
provided for building occupants as 
they exit the facility and fire person-�
nel extinguish the fire. Not only 
are these building features initially 
expensive, but they also become 
recurring liabilities with annual test 
and maintenance requirements.

A two-�hour fire-� and smoke-�
labeled horizontal assembly sepa-�
rating vertical spaces into vertical 
compartments easily solves the 
problematic issues of creating a 

Figure 3: A lobby in a technical institute building avoids atrium requirements by 
spanning two floors with an opening protective normally stored in a narrow space.
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shaft enclosure. Once in place, and only when there is 
a fire, the horizontal assembly renders the design in 
total compliance with fire and life safety requirements. 
There is no more vertical space; it is simply not there. 
Therefore, all atrium provisions may be excluded from 
consideration, including smoke evacuation. In multiple-�
floor projects that exceed more than three or four floors, 
it is an accepted practice to protect, with the horizon-�
tal assembly, every other floor, allowing two floors 
common. A simple re-�arrangement of active suppres-�
sion systems allows each space its own protection as a 
fire area and is not considered an atrium.

Exit Access Separation
Perhaps one of the least-�used provisions in the build-�

ing code is the horizontal exit, a critical component 
of the exit access portion of the three-�part means of 
egress system (Figure 4). Horizontal exits are designed 
to move building occupants on a floor from any point 
(exit access) to a fire-� and smoke-�protected area. 
Fundamentally, the horizontal exit differs from the 
typical code-�defined exit. The former is calculated to 
“defend in place” by creating an area of safe refuge for 
building occupants within the confines of the building 
structure. Conventional exits are designed to exit occu-�
pants out of and away from the building by communi-�
cating through the exit into the exit discharge, which is 
typically outside the facility.

To understand the horizontal exit better, one should 
examine four fundamental principles that guide its 
application. First, it must be constructed of a two-�hour 
fire barrier wall (it can also be a fire wall). Second, the 
opening in the wall must be protected by a minimum 
90-�minute opening protective. Third, a horizontal exit 
cannot be the only and primary means of egress from 
the space unless it is in an I-�3 occupancy (i.e., prison or 
jail). Additionally, where two or more exits are required, 
not more than one-�half can be horizontal exits. It should 
also be noted that in I-�2 occupancies (i.e., hospital), 
horizontal exits can comprise two-�thirds of the required 
exits. Fourth, with the exception of I-�2 and I-�3 occupan-�
cies, the refuge area must be large enough to accommo-�
date the original occupant load plus the occupant load 
anticipated from the adjoining fire area. 

One of the most common applications of the horizon-�
tal exit occurs when travel distance has been exceeded. 
The use of the horizontal exit in these circumstances 
allows the travel distance calculation to begin again 
at the exit barrier. Another common use is employed 
when occupancy and area separation walls are used 
to divide areas. These separation walls almost always 
block the path of egress, as well as prohibit appropriate 
exit separation requirements. In healthcare applications, 
challenges are created due to the inability to exit a 
suite through a suite. In all of these problematic design 
layouts, the horizontal exit can be an excellent solu-�
tion without disrupting the design intent. Wide-�span 
opening protectives are the perfect component of these 
solutions because there is no compromise in size where 
openings are required.

Figure 4: Concealed vertically, the opening protective conserves 
precious wall space in this airport terminal connector.
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Elevator Lobby
Elevator shafts commonly represent 

the greater quantity of interconnect-�
ing vertical shafts in multi-�story 
buildings (Figure 5). These shafts 
become conduits for heat, smoke 
and other toxins from fire floor(s) to 
additional floors. The elevator lobby 
is designed to isolate the fire-�rated 
elevator shaft enclosure and its doors 
from the remainder of the floor on 
which it opens. The building code 
does not require this separation until 
the elevator shaft enclosure connects 
more than three stories. There are 
several options or alternatives that 
have been amended into the code that 
indicate that full-�size lobbies are not 
always mandatory. Regardless, all of 
these alternatives include some kind 
of protection at the shaft opening to 
prevent the migration of heat, smoke 
and other toxins from communicating 
through the building.

An array of different options is 
available within the realm of the 
wide-�span opening protective tech-�
nology. From fire and smoke ratings 
to egress, and from side acting to 
vertical acting, there are various 

ways to comply with the protec-�
tion requirements of elevator shaft 
spaces. In recent years, as a result 
of several building fire and collapse 
tragedies, the codes have employed 
elevators as critical components of 
the egress system. From the disabled 
to fire service personnel to mobile 
building occupants, the elevator now 
plays a vital role for expedient and 
safe egress during an emergency.

Wide-�span opening protectives 
that employ conventional and 
conforming egress assemblies allow 
building occupants to both exit and 
enter an elevator car. Elevators are 
smartly designed because they are 

hidden from sight until needed, 
and compliance-�wise, they are fire-� 
and smoke-�labeled, incorporating 
conventional egress doors.

Conclusion

Fire-�rated wide-�span opening 
protectives offer the design team 
aesthetically pleasing solutions to 
building code compliance challenges. 

About the Author: David Dodge, CSI, CDT, is 
the director of business and code development at 
McKeon Door Company. He can be contacted at 
ddodge@mckeondoor.com. 

An earlier version of this article appeared in the February 2012 
issue of The Construction Specifier.

Figure 5: This hospital elevator lobby is 
enhanced with an accordion fire door that 
incorporates a conventional egress swing door.

This	hospital	corridor	system	converges	for	convenience	of	traffic	communication.	Both	overhead	and	side	
coiling	technology	provide	fire	and	smoke	separation,	as	well	as	conforming	swing	door	egress	width.
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F 
IRE CODE REQUIRES THE ANNUAL TESTING OF FIRE DOORS AND WRITTEN DOCUMENTA-
tion to be kept as proof of inspection procedures. Testing and inspection of fire doors 
should only be done by qualified individuals. Some organizations choose to outsource 

the testing and maintenance of fire doors to qualified third-�party vendors, while other institu-�
tions employ in-�house experts to accomplish the task. Each method for testing has advantages 
and disadvantages, but initiating or updating this testing procedure can be a daunting task 
for large organizations. Organizations such as hospitals can experience multiple changes in 
design resulting from construction additions and remodels, code developments affecting the 
environment of care, and changes to best practices. These elements make the periodic review 
of fire door locations and testing a beneficial practice in order to keep the facility up-�to-�date 
and compliant with the current safety codes. 

Method

A healthcare facility located in the western United States recently completed a review and 
update of its fire door locations, and the documentation reporting was updated from paper copy 
to electronic recording. The hospital is a three million square foot facility with 9,257 swinging 
doors and 3,172 swinging fire doors. The wings and buildings of the facility range in date of 
construction from the late 1920s to 2008. 

The method devised for this project was broken down into eight phases (Figure 1). First was 
a review and update of the facility’s life-�safety prints. Second was the identification and nota-�
tion of the locations of fire doors and a determination of the required ratings. Next, a physical 
walk-�through of the facility was conducted to identify the existence of the required doors and 
the ratings of each. From here, a gap analysis determined code deficiencies, and a plan of action 
was established for coming into compliance. A company was located to field inspect and label 
doors and frames where the fire labels were no longer legible or a higher rating was needed and 
attainable. The remaining doors were replaced to bring the openings into compliance. A new 
documentation sheet was created in MS Excel to document testing for AHJ reporting. Finally, a 
separate database was created to hold PDF files containing variances specific to the facility for 
ease of access upon request.

c a s e   S T U D Y

Who Took My Fire Doors?

By D. W. Bain

An approach for locating, updating, and 

documenting fire doors for NFPA 80 

compliance

NFPA	80	5.2.1: “Fire door assemblies shall be inspected and tested 
not less than annually, and a written record of the inspection shall 
be signed and kept for inspection by the AHJ.”

Cover of NFPA® 80 is reproduced with premission from NFPA, 
Copyright © 2009, National Fire Protection Association.  

Charts are courtesy of D. W. Bain
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Implementation

To begin the project, a review 
of the existing life-�safety prints 
was necessary. Fire doors cannot 
be located and verified if they do 
not appear on the prints. Updated 
prints are also an opportunity 
to spot and rectify discrepancies 
outside of the rush that results from 
post-�survey compliance. Execution 
of this phase was conducted by the 
formation of a life-�safety review 
group consisting of the director of 
planning, representatives responsi-�
ble for large and small projects, the 
drafter responsible for the upkeep of 
facility prints, and a door specialist. 
The meetings occurred on a weekly 
basis over a two-�month period, and 
the scope extended to fire barriers, 
construction details concerning past 
projects, and specific areas of note. 
The life-�safety prints were exam-�
ined floor by floor, and notes were 
made of specific variances, as well 
as areas that required verification 
and correction. 

Once the life-�safety prints were 
updated, a review was conducted 
of the existing fire doors, and a 
determination was made as to their 
location and required rating. One 
ongoing project for the hospital is 
to become fully sprinklered, which 
will resolve several code issues for 
the facility. Although corridor doors 
dating back past 2000 do not require 

a rating, updating the facility for 
life safety is a top priority. Among 
other benefits, the completion of this 
project will eliminate the require-�
ment of corridor doors to carry a fire 
rating under IBC 2008. This reduced 
the scope of the project from 3,172 to 
1,017 doors. Code specifics vary by 
state, occupancy and building code 
under which they were constructed, 
but the rating requirements deter-�
mined for this project were 90 
minutes for building separations, 
90 minutes for stairwell doors, 
90 minutes for doors into chases, 
60 minutes for suite entrances, 60 
minutes for electrical rooms, 45 
minutes for storage over 100 square 
feet, varied rating requirements 
for occupancy separations, and 20 
minutes for fire and smoke barriers 
(Figure 2). Exceptions for compart-�
mentation door ratings and latching 
requirements are the double egress 
exemptions found in both NFPA 

101 and the IBC. The locations of 
the swinging fire doors and rating 
requirements were marked on a copy 
of life-�safety prints for ease of refer-�
ence during the gap analysis phase.

Next, a physical walk-�through 
was conducted to verify that the 
doors did exist, that they were prop-�
erly rated, and that the hardware 
was listed as required. Other specif-�

ics for testing and repairs were left 
for the annual inspections. During 
this phase, the largest deficiency 
identified for the facility was the 
inaccurate, nonexistent and illegible 
ratings of the fire doors and frames.

The gap analysis compared the 
prints identifying the correct loca-�
tions of fire doors and their ratings 
with the prints containing what 
currently existed in the facility. 
Results of the analysis concluded 
that 301 openings were improperly 
labeled. It was determined at this 
point that 228 openings could be 
remedied by retaining the services 
of a field inspection and label-�
ing company, and an additional 
73 doors were incapable of the 
required rating and needed to be 
replaced (Figure 3).

Generally speaking, manufac-�
turers of hollow metal doors and 
frames and wood doors have their 
products tested to the highest rating 

Figure 1: Method for Locating, Updating, and Documenting Fire Doors

1 Review and update life-safety prints

2 Identify fire opening locations and ratings

3 Physical walk-through to identify deficiencies

4 Gap analysis and plan for resolution

5 Correct field label rating deficiencies where possible

6 Replace doors and hardware that cannot be labeled

7 Create reporting database for testing

8 Electronically file facility variances for ease of retrieval upon request

Figure 2: General Fire Ratings per IBC 2008

Locations Wall Rating Rating of Opening

Stairwells 2 hr 90 min

Building separations 2 hr 90 min

Chases and telecom 2 hr 90 min

Suite entries 1 hr 60 min

Electrical rooms 1 hr 60 min

Clean & soiled utility 1 hr 45 min

Storage over 100 sq ft 1 hr 45 min

Smoke compartmentation 1 hr 20 min

Occupancy separations Varies Varies
Source: 2008 IBC
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they foresee needing. That way, 
they can label their product to a 
lower rating without incurring the 
expenses of paying for multiple 
tests. Most of the major manufac-�
tures can carry a fire rating up to 
three hours for hollow metal doors 
and frames, 20 minutes for solid 
core wood doors, and 90 minutes 
for mineral core doors (Figure 4). 
The advantage to end users is that 
licensed service companies can 
perform field inspections and label 
or re-�label doors and frames that 
meet the construction require-�
ments. Several companies exist in 
the United States that are licensed 
to inspect and field label doors and 
frames for NFPA 80 compliance. The 
companies reviewed for this project 
were close in fee structure in that 
they required a service charge and 
an additional charge per opening 
or label. The cost structure for this 
is advantageous to organizations 
requiring a large number of labels. 

The cost incurred for this 
portion of the project was 
substantially cheaper than 
replacing the doors and 
frames for both monetary 
value of the parts, labor 
resources required for 

installation and finish work that can 
be better directed to other tasks, and 
the impact to the areas where these 
doors and frames must be replaced.

Doors that were not adequately 
constructed to accept the required 
labels were slated for replacement. 
Solid core wood doors that needed 
a rating higher than 20 minutes 
and mineral core doors that needed 
more than a 90-�minute rating 
were scheduled for replacement 
and were replaced over a one-�year 
period. This allowed the depart-�
ment to defuse the cost over time for 
budgetary purposes and to free up 
manpower for other responsibilities.

In preparation for an upcoming 
joint commission survey, the list of 
fire doors was compiled into a MS 
Excel workbook and divided into 
tabs for cross corridor doors, fire 
doors, elevator lobby doors, stairwell 
doors, rolling steel fire doors, laun-�
dry chute doors, decommissioned 
doors, and other assets that the door 

specialists were responsible for. Each 
tab contained the door location, the 
latest test date, initials of the tester, 
required rating of the opening, the 
actual rating of the door and frame, 
comments of note, the door and 
frame manufacturer identification, 
and columns for hardware specifics. 
The identification and hardware 
columns were spaced off page. This 
allowed the information that AHJs 
will require to be printed for the 
reporting manual separately from 
the data useful for the facility. At 
the start of a new year, the previous 
year’s book is saved separately, and 
the dates are updated as they are 
retested. This creates past documen-�
tation should a surveyor request it. 
Aside from the compliance advan-�
tage, listing the hardware and door 
types allows for analysis to keep 
track of products in use that can be 
used for determining stock levels. 
There are monitoring and reporting 
tools that exist for purchase, but 
Excel was chosen in this instance 
for its versatility of analysis, ease of 
use, and the ability to adapt to future 
needs and desires. Signatures of the 
inspections are still kept on file on 
the work order they were created 
under.

2871
228

73
301

Figure 3

Openings in compliance

Relabeled openings

Doors that were replaced

Openings not in compliance

Figure 4: Typical Door and Frame Ratabilities

Hollow metal doors 3 hrs

Hollow metal frames 3 hrs

Solid core wood doors 20 min

Mineral core wood doors 90 min
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Finally, specific documents were 
obtained for approved variances 
to the fire code. These variances 
were highlighted, scanned into PDF 
format, and filed electronically on 
the reporting drive for easy access 
upon request. Notes were added 
to the reporting document of the 
location for the applicable variance. 
This step made it possible to quickly 
find and retrieve actual citations for 
use if needed to justify the existing 
condition of an opening in question. 
This was utilized during the most 
recent joint commission survey, 
when the surveyor discovered a 
glass/aluminum storefront door 
in a 1-�hour fire wall. The variance 
documentation was produced 
within 10 minutes of discovery, 
avoiding a citation and the expense 
associated with redesign and door 
replacement.

Results

Completion of this project brought 
many advantages to the facility. 
Updating the life-�safety prints 
provided the opportunity to locate 
and rectify possible problem areas 
in-�house without AHJ involvement. 
The doors and frames were also 
identified and updated in-�house 
without AHJ involvement. The 
documentation system was now 
electronic, meaning it could be kept 
with reduced storage space and 
retrieved by multiple individuals 
as needed. Variances to existing 
codes were also collected and stored 
electronically, with cross references 
to be quickly found and presented 
upon request. Field labeling 
provided the ability to resolve most 
of the existing deficiencies at a frac-�
tion of the cost in time and materi-�
als that replacing them would incur. 
The remaining doors were spaced 

out over one year and added to the 
electronic Statement of Conditions 
(eSOC) as a Plan for Improvement 
(PFI). 

Discussion

Specific rating requirements for 
walls and doors can vary depend-�
ing on state and city laws, but the 
method used to obtain compliance 
can readily be applied with knowl-�
edge of the existing regulations. 
The age of the facility also plays an 
important factor, as the buildings 
should be kept to the codes they 
were constructed under unless the 
area is undergoing an improvement. 

Up-�to-�date life-�safety prints are 
essential for tracking and record-�
ing fire-�rated openings. While 
some aspects of the prints will 
never change, such as building 
separations, stairwells and chases, 
construction has the ability to alter 
other elements of the prints. Review 
of the recording and updating 
process should be conducted to 
ensure that changes to the facil-�
ity are being accurately recorded. 
Updated prints should also be given 
to the maintenance crews periodi-�
cally, whether they are outsourced 
or in-�house, as these individuals are 
responsible for the maintenance and 
repair of the facility. 

Quality control of outside vendors 
for construction projects will also 
play a role in compliance. Doors and 
hardware required to be listed and 
labeled should be inspected during 
either the receiving phase or during 
construction, preferably during 
the receiving phase. It is easy for 
something as simple as an improp-�
erly labeled fire door frame or the 
required listing on a panic device 
to be lost in the process of a large 
construction project through human 

error on the part of the manufac-�
turer, supplier, installer, purchaser 
or end user. This facility utilizes 
shop leads to participate in the 
planning and inspection process of 
large construction projects because 
they are more likely to identify 
errors specific to their expertise. 
This improves the outcome at a 
fraction of the costs associated with 
fixing a problem after the project is 
completed.

Openings should each have a 
unique identifier. Some methods 
include an identifier for every room 
that lists the opening, electrical, 
HVAC, etc. as one. While this 
method will work in most instances, 
cross corridor doors and large 
rooms with multiple entry points 
will suffer. Unique identifiers offer 
the benefit of labeling each opening 
for AHJ reporting, and they can 
be used for accurate and improved 
response time for maintenance 
crews and emergency services. 
Code compliance for fire-�rated barri-�
ers is essential for effctive protection 
of people within the facility. Next 
to this important fact, code compli-�
ance will satisfy surveyors for AHJ 
inspections, which are required in 
some industries, such as healthcare, 
to maintain accreditation or an 
operating license.  

About the Author: D.W. Bain is a door spe-
cialist working for a healthcare organization in 
the western United States. His responsibilities 
include maintaining doors and hardware for the 
facility, reviewing and updating code-compliance 
issues for passive fire protection, and review of 
doors and hardware specs for construction proj-
ects. Previously, he spent 13 years working for 
a commercial door company, where he started 
in sales, worked as a field technician, and 
became a service manager. He can be reached at 
djbain0710@yahoo.com.
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N JUNE OF 1996, I PUBLISHED AN ARTICLE 
in Doors & Hardware titled “Door and Frame 
Rescue 911,” which basically discussed rated 

and non-�rated assemblies and how materials arrive at 
the site, then become vulnerable to damage or failure as 
a result of shipping, storage or poor installation. Also 
discussed were the corrective measures that are often 
needed and used when this happens. What really has 
changed over the years? Are there proactive solutions 
now in place? 

Recently I was invited to attend and advise on an 
opening inspection at a large Los Angeles hospital. The 
double-�egress, 90-�minute rated opening that led directly 
into the ICU area of the hospital had several severe flaws 
in the hollow metal 8.0 x 7.0 rated assembly, many of 
which were discovered once the drywall was removed 
and the assembly’s application reviewed. The failure 
was mitigated as follows.

A continuous half-�mortise hinge (Figure 1) was 
mounted to the face of the frame and to the stile edge of 
the door. Although this type of hinge can hold a weight 
of 300-�600 lbs., the frame face must be properly rein-�
forced for heavy-�duty use. In this case, when the power 
operators pulled the doors open, the sheer mounting of 
the “self-�tapped-�type screws” caused tension, pulling 
as the power increased to the open position. The doors’ 

opening inertia pulled on the face of the frame. It is a 
known fact that the face is not the strongest mounting 
point on a hollow metal profile for this type of applica-�
tion. Within a short period of time, the assembly failed. 
The staff engineers installed a temporary “eyesore” 
angle plate from the top to the bottom frame leg and 
drywall area to support and hold the face from pulling 
away from the drywall. 

The weight of each door was between 170-�200 lbs. 
In time, the 16-�guage frame literally tore at the power 
transfer hinge area, up to the header. Was this hinge 
application appropriate for an active assembly? Would 
a full mortise hinge (Figure 2) have been the proper 
application? To add further insult to this ICU fire door 
assembly, once the drywall was removed, it became 
clear that the center Z-�clip screws were not attached to 
the king studs.

In materials science, fatigue is the progressive and 
localized structural damage that occurs when a material 
is subjected to cyclic loading. Fatigue occurs when a 
material is subjected to repeated loading and unloading. 
If the loads are above a certain threshold, microscopic 
cracks will begin to form at the surface. Square holes 
or sharp corners will lead to elevated local stresses 
where fatigue cracks can form (Figure 3). Studies have 
also shown that failure of laterally loaded screw heads 

By Carlos Alcantar, CFDI

Have

Field Conditions
Improved Since 1996?
Door and Frame

I

Figure 1. Swing Clear Continuous Figure 2. Full Mortise Continuous Hinge

All images courtesy of Exact Door
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will occur when the resistance of 
the screw head is greater than the 
resistance of the metal to the lateral 
and/or withdrawal load. The screw 
simply tears away from the metal 
framing.

The area around the ICU doors 
had to be sectioned off from floor 
to ceiling with temporary walls on 
both sides of the egress opening. 
HEPA filtration installation and 
clean room suits were required, 
along with the full replacement of 
both the frame and the complete 
door assembly, putting the correc-�
tion price tag at well over $50,000. 
Worse still, there were several open-�
ings throughout the new medical 
facility that were showing signs of 
the same wear. 

After 20 years in the industry, 
we continue to see similar cases. 
Having observed every type of door 
with poor installation and trade 
damage caused to both rated and 
non-�rated door assemblies, we have 
practically become forensic door 
specialists! We identify the cause or 
causes of failure and damage and 
then making the necessary reports 
and corrections.

Although extreme instances of 
this kind are rare, it is still impor-�
tant for us to discuss and be aware 
of the many ways that shortcuts and 
errors can lead to the failure of a 
door assembly’s lifespan.

SDI 122 – Installation and 
Troubleshooting Guide for Standard Steel 
Doors and Frames addresses many 
of these common areas within its 
39 pages. For example, a frame set 
with as little as a ⅛-�inch twist or 
a bow from top to bottom will put 
undo stress on either butt hinges or 
continuous hinges, thereby causing 
hardware to bind or wear. A broken 
or missing screw will cause the 
opening or hardware to prematurely 

fail. A bowed or twisted frame leg 
will result in added force to close, 
latch and secure the assembly. 

A door closer that is adjusted to 
either slam or close hard in order 
to overcome air balance issues, or a 
closer that is adjusted to close with 
high pneumatic pressure at latch 
points, will cause stress and torque 
on anchors and hinge screws, as 
well as closer mounting assemblies, 
which may eventually pull screws 
out or loosen them on hinges, locks, 
closers and even frame anchors. 
The intended life of the assembly is 
now cut short and, worse, presents a 
hazardous condition for both secu-�
rity and life safety.

There is not a project or structure 
that is immune to the problems 
that can arise over time due to 
use or neglect. But many times 
otherwise avoidable problems are 
introduced during the installation 
process. When removing cover 
plates from panic hardware, I 
have observed stripped, broken or 
missing screws or the wrong self-�
tapping screws for panic hardware. 
What has happened to our passion 
and professionalism for finished 
carpentry? 

I agree that journeymen and 
apprentices sometimes have bad 
days when setting a frame or drill-�
ing and tapping holes for door 
closers or panic hardware. However, 
the resulting opening begins a 
lifetime of maintenance issues and, 
ultimately, premature failure.

The heart of success in any 
opening operating and lasting the 
intended lifespan is based on a few 
critical points: 

1. Proper installation 
2. Immediate corrective 

measures when a door or 
frame is damaged during 
construction 

3. Correct door and hardware 
specifications based on the 
weight and activity of each 
opening

4. Using the proper templates, 
gauges and devices that 
provide accuracy from start to 
finish

5. Properly trained installers
6. Regular supervision
What may be the seventh and 

most valuable point is to have all 
critical openings that will likely 
receive the highest traffic and abuse 
be fully inspected at all mount-�

Figure 3. High-frequency hinge preparations for frames
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ing points, which include floor 
anchors, frame and header anchors. 
(Additional fasteners on the top 
hinge area anchors would give 
additional lifetime support to the 
hinges, as the top of the door carries 
the highest lateral weight and load 
on a frame assembly.) Requiring 
a final checklist for frame twist or 
bow before walls are sealed into 
frame throats is a must! Heavily 
used doors and frames should also 
have an angle welded to the hinge 
and hollow metal skin face during 
production. Many manufacturers 
do this as a standard, as it reduces 
sag or metal fatigue. See SDI 111-�09 
111H (Figure 3, previous page).

There are occasions when steel 
frames used in extremely high-�use 
areas need to be supplied with addi-�
tional reinforcements to eliminate 
potential door sag. These types of 
openings include automatic swing-�
ing fire doors, double egress 8.0 
pairs, main entrances to schools, 
rear exits where severe wind abuse 
could be a factor, auditoriums, 
gymnasiums, and the like. When 
these types of installations are 
required, there is a method by 
which this can be handled effi-�
ciently and economically through 
providing auxiliary reinforcing 
to standard door frames. When 
a high-�frequency preparation is 
required, the top hinge of the door 
frame should be provided with an 
auxiliary reinforcement as shown 
in Example A or B of Figure 3. Both 
door and frame will use this “clip” 
or strap to add better lateral load 
support. For additional strength, 
the center and bottom hinges may 
also be provided with additional 
reinforcements. 

How do we as project managers, 
supervisors, inspectors and repair 
specialist catch these subtle indica-�

tors? What can be done to decrease 
or eliminate these recurring 
problems? Will other trades that set 
frames (i.e., framers, drywallers, 
masons, etc.) use the necessary tools 
to accurately complete an installa-�
tion? Are monitoring tools, pressure 
gauges, gap gauges and temporary 
masonite door spreaders used regu-�
larly to ensure that the frame has 
not been damaged? 

Who are the experts? Is there 
a checklist to ensure that these 
critical and sensitive openings are 
not only specified accurately, but 
installed professionally? Could 
a Certified Fire Door Inspector 
who is trained to look for these 
minute details specifically be the 
third-�party inspector? Could this 
third-�party agency record and 
advise into the life of the building? 
Absolutely! Once the assembly is 
fully complete, the Certified Fire 
Door Inspector would be able to 
provide data about the fastening 
method and any special notes about 
the opening. A fire door inspection 
label by a Warnock-�Hersey CFDI 
would ensure that the assembly 
is in full compliance—i.e., closing, 
latching and sealing properly, along 
with the door and frame’s fire label. 
This inspection report should start 
at the very beginning of the rated 
assembly’s life. This goes along 
with the NFPA 80 5.2.1 require-�
ment that all fire-�rated assemblies 
are to be inspected annually.

Exactly how much care is taken 
in this process will determine 
how long the opening will oper-�
ate trouble-�free. I believe that this 
type of program would definitely 
be a compliment to BIM systems, 
as would taking proactive steps 
in handing over to the owner and 
offering to provide this third-�party 
annual inspection. There should be 

no compromising when it comes to 
compliance and proper door assem-�
bly operation, and we should ensure 
that all jobs in progress are fully 
compliant with NFPA’s require-�
ments. But more than that, it is our 
job to report, as professionals, the 
solutions that will bring the assem-�
bly to its full service life. 

Would there be a value for the 
door supplier and installation 
company to have a CFDI on staff 
to inspect commercial openings on 
site year round? Or what about an 
independent third-�party inspector 
on behalf of the owner? Can a CFDI 
be instrumental in ensuring for the 
owner, general contractor, inspec-�
tor of record or AHC that quality 
control has been maintained at 
the commencement of each project 
and for the life of the opening? I 
believe the answer to all of these is a 
resounding yes.

The question still remains: Will 
we ever solve all of these architec-�
tural opening problems from the 
start? I believe that we could solve 
many and that the answers lie in the 
proper specification of assemblies, 
the hiring of professional install-�
ers, the frame installation itself 
and accurate, ongoing inspections. 
Monitoring openings is a critical 
lifetime process, not to be taken 
lightly. Lives are at stake. The indus-�
try must agree that a perfect frame 
installation is only the beginning, 
and regular inspection and main-�
tenance are the keys to a successful 
door assembly’s life.  

About the Author: Carlos Alcantar, CFDI is 
a Hollow Metal Specialist with Exact Door, a 
division of Force 1 & Associates, Inc. He can be 
reached at carlos@force1dfh.com.
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OSPITALS OPERATE AT A DELICATE INTERSECTION 
between patient comfort and sensibilities and the 
noisy, bustling realities of an endless institutional 
“rush hour.” Propelled by increasing competition 
for patients, along with rising patient expecta-�
tions, design trends in hospitals are also fostering 
something of a “resort” image—encouraging their 
perception as something like “hostels,” offering 
hospitality features or even a hotel-�like environ-�
ment. In the mix of hospital needs and desires, 
there are constraints and opportunities aplenty 
for door and hardware professionals advising 
building teams and supplying door gasketing for 
these facilities. 

Our research for this article revealed consider-�
able variation among regional building codes 
pertaining to hospitals and the standards and 
guidelines they reference. Readers are advised 
to consult local code bodies, AHJs and other 
enforcement agencies regarding any specific 
gasketing requirements for their projects. We 
have chosen to limit our discussion of such code 
requirements to those that appear to us to be, or 
are likely to become, uniform and universal. 

The previous observation regarding the image 
of hospitals as hostels comes from a consultant 
with an architectural hardware consulting 
firm who has extensive experience writing and 
consulting on door and hardware specifications 
for hospitals, and who generously contributed 
to this article. His purpose in doing so is to 
encourage the specification of good products 

that last. At the same time, he prefers to remain 
an unnamed source in deference to his firm’s 
commitment to independence in the arena of 
consulting in our industry. We refer to this 
primary contributor alternatively as our “expert 
source” or “hospital specifier.” As he happens 
to be based in California, we do include some 
references to the current California Building 
Code (CBC), which reflects elements of the 2009 
International Building Code (IBC). 

Bumps	and	Glides:		
Thresholds	and	Door	Bottoms

In the refined world of hospitals as hostels, 
patient comfort is paramount. Yet in these 
venues of constant traffic, thresholds at door 
openings become obstacles that jostle patients 
being transported on wheels and can trip up 
those unsteady on their feet. In our contribu-�
tor’s experience, thresholds are generally to 
be avoided at doorways with regular gurney 
traffic. And consider minimizing threshold 
height to perhaps ¼ inch at exterior doors for 
easier patient access, even if that entails sacrific-�
ing some degree of protection against weather 
and moisture. (Of course, it is important to that 
remember that thicker thresholds are especially 
important to withstand the crush of heavy-�
traffic applications.)

For doorways without thresholds requiring 
completely sealed perimeters, such as pressur-�
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ized stairwell doors required to meet fire codes, automatic 
door bottoms (ADBs) are essential. (Other requirements 
for fully sealed doors are discussed in sections that 
follow.) To ensure an effective seal when ADBs are used 
for openings without thresholds, the finished floor must 
be a smooth surface, such as marble or a flat sill. Trying 
to seal a door bottom on carpet or uneven concrete is like 
trying to block air and sound with a sieve!

Our expert also points to specialized ADB and other 
door bottom features that he has specified to help solve 
problems that particularly concern hospital clients:
■  Removable end plates for concealed door bottoms 

(Figure 1): Designed to secure concealed door bot-�
toms to doors using no bottom screws, “easy access”

end caps allow mortised door bottoms to be removed from either 
end for cleaning or other purposes without taking the door off 
the frame. They are especially suitable for use with ADBs at open-�
ings where traffic is heavy and cleanliness standards are high, 
including patient room and corridor doors, as well as surgical and 
other “clean” areas. This practical option facilitates the use of con-�
cealed door bottoms to meet regional accessibility code require-�
ments, as applicable, for keeping lower door bottom sections clear 
of obstructions. And it enhances the common use of mortised door 
bottoms preferred for wood doors.

 ■ Lead-lined automatic door bottoms for kitchens and pantries 
(Figure 2): Available for use in surface-�mounted, semi-�mortised 
and concealed automatic door bottoms, lead linings can replace 
standard neoprene or rubber for protection against damage by 
rodents in food preparation and storage areas. (Lead-�lined door 
bottoms can also be used for hospital x-�ray rooms.)

 ■ Sill protection sweeps with snap-on covers for storefront entry 
doors (Figure 3): The hospital specifier cautioned that aluminum 

Figure	1:	Easy-access	holding	plates	are	ideal	for	healthcare	facilities	subject	to	higher	
standards	and	routine	inspections	for	cleanliness.	Designed	to	secure	concealed	door	
bottoms	to	doors	using	no	bottom	screws,	the	end	plate	allows	mortised	door	bottoms	
to	be	removed	from	either	end	for	cleaning	without	removing	doors	from	their	frames.

Illustrations courtesy of Zero International

Figure	2:	Replacing	vulnerable	neoprene	or	rubber,	
lead	linings	help	protect	automatic	door	bottoms	from	
rodent	damage	in	hospital	kitchens	and	pantries.

Figure	3:	Appropriate	for	use	with	storefront	entry	
doors,	this	sill	protection	sweep	features	an	end	
cap	to	conceal	attachment	screws,	which	can	be	
custom	powder-coated	in	large	quantities.
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storefront manufacturers, when asked to supply the 
entire opening as a package, typically add door bot-�
toms that do not match the finish. He now specifies 
separately good-�quality, durable sweeps to effec-�
tively block water and infiltration—including snap-�
on covers to conceal attachment screws. He also 
specifies custom powder-�coating for matching other 
components, which is available from some manu-�
facturers for large-�quantity orders. 

In addition, door hardware consultants and their 
hospital clients may find value in these recent innova-�
tions that address other common problems in thresh-�
olds used in healthcare facilities:

 ■ Wheelchair-accessible shower thresholds (Figure 4): 
Intended to eliminate the need for curbs or other 
dividers that might impede wheelchair access, 

shower stalls with tiled floors sloping toward a 
center drain in reality do not work very well at con-�
taining water. A better solution is a pliable neoprene 
threshold that compresses easily under the chair 
wheels but is sturdy enough to block the water. 

 ■ Antibacterial rubber: Available as an option for 
shower thresholds, specifying antibacterial rubber 
provides obvious benefits for assisting hospitals in the 
ongoing battle against harmful microbes. It can also 
be used to add antimicrobial properties to special-�pur-�
pose gasketing commonly used in hospitals, including 
smoke protection and acoustical control systems.

Aesthetics	and	Function	in	the	Balance:		
Head	and	Jamb	Gasketing

Perimeter gasketing should do what it is meant to 
do: seal the opening. In spite of open door practices in 
many hospitals, this means that patient room doors, 
when closed, should provide seals that work, blocking 
light, smoke and noise and providing speech privacy.

It is all too common to see closed doors with visible 
light around the edges, which means that air, smoke 
and sound can penetrate as well. The gaps in leaky 
gasketing are often the simple result of normal opera-�
tion as buildings cycle through seasons of heat and cold 
and doors swell and contract over time due to changes 
in humidity and moisture—even in relatively climate-�
controlled hospital interiors. Sometimes they occur due 
to alignment problems at installation. 

Mechanically attached gasketing is the surest remedy 
to these variables. We recommend its use for optimal 
sealing, to ensure code compliance under all climatic 
conditions, and whenever installation conditions are less 
than perfect. And adjustable gasketing provides easy 
means to restore tight seals when gaps do occur, needing 
only a few turns of a screwdriver to tighten adjusting 
screws along the length of the gasket (see Figure 5).

Our expert source reports that “hostel” aesthetics 
trump performance measures among his hospital clien-�
tele. To avoid the “institutional” look of fastener-�applied 
gaskets, his hospital specifications typically call instead 
for one or two rows of self-�adhesive perimeter seals 
on all interior doors. He also reminds manufacturers 
that hospitals (like universities) are proud of their color 
schemes, noting, “It’s nice to let designers select seal 
colors to match their frames.” 

Fortunately, in addition to a range of standard 
colors for adhesive seals, some manufacturers are 

Figure 4

Figure 5
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Figure	4:	The	neoprene	gasket	in	this	shower	threshold	keeps	
water	in	while	allowing	wheelchair	wheels	to	pass	over	easily.

Figure	5:	This	jamb-applied	adjustable	sealing	system	features	
adjusting	screws	along	its	length,	which	can	easily	be	tightened	
using	a	screwdriver	to	close	any	gaps	in	the	gasketing.
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able to customize colors for large 
projects. In addition, high-�end 3M 
adhesive is available as an option 
to address concerns about service 
life and adhesion performance 
regarding stick-�on systems, espe-�
cially in hospitals, which are more 
frequently inspected by build-�
ing officials than other types of 
buildings.

Specialized	Gasketing	Systems:	
Always	a	Four-Sided	Solution

Whether supplied as a tested 
assembly or specified as indi-�
vidual components, door gasketing 
systems require a complete, uninter-�
rupted and air-�tight seal around 
head, jamb and sill to perform effec-�
tively at blocking air, fire and smoke 
or sound. Hospital needs for airtight 
door openings are driven by practi-�
cal considerations such as patient 
comfort, as well as by building and 
safety codes and standards.

Airborne Infection  
Isolation Rooms 

Our expert source cites the 
California Building Code (2010, 
Chapter 12) and the International 
Building Code among those 
requiring sealed-�tight rooms for 
maintaining negative pressure to 
fully contain germs in I-�2 occupancy 
buildings. To satisfy this require-�
ment for airborne-�isolation patient 
rooms, he specifies frame seals, 
astragals for pairs, and automatic 
door bottoms with no thresholds.

Fire and Smoke Protection

Not surprisingly, hospitals are 
subject to myriad requirements for 
fire doors at many openings, includ-�
ing cross-�corridor doors and stair-�
wells, with specifics determined by 
design variables and local jurisdic-�

tions. Included are recent require-�
ments for fire door assemblies to 
also meet the air leakage require-�
ments (per UL 1784) for smoke and 
draft control assemblies—see IBC 
2009, Section 715.4.3.1, “Smoke and 
Draft Control,” referencing UL 1784 
for testing and NFPA 105 (2007) for 
installation. In effect, the Section 715 
requirements now mandate smoke-�
rated perimeter seals for all corridor 
doors, as well as additional smoke-�
rated seals at door bottoms for all 
fire doors used in smoke-�pres-�
surization systems. In addition to 
many stairwell doors, this includes 
corridor doors and other doorways 
that are integral to “smoke control 
systems” used in many hospitals. 
(These systems use HVAC controls 
to create low pressure in fire areas.) 

It is also important to keep in 
mind that recommended guide-�
lines are minimum standards. For 
healthcare and other facilities facing 
the bigger challenges involved in 
protecting the life safety of vulner-�
able occupants, it is worthwhile for 
owners and designers to consider 
additional measures exceeding 
those minimum standards, espe-�
cially in view of variables that 
might impact what happens in an 
actual fire. 

Keep in mind that hospitals are 
designed with the idea of keeping 
people in their rooms in case of fire, 
and consider whether air leakage 
minimum standards are adequate 
for that purpose. For example, in 
a room that measures 10' x 10' x 9' 
with a 3' x 7' door, the room will 
be 100% filled with smoke from 
smoke-�filled corridors in 15 minutes 
if the door complies with the UL 
1784/NFPA 105 maximum leakage 
of three cubic feet per minute per 
square foot of door opening. Tested 
smoke control systems are available 

providing leakage rates as low as 0.2 
cubic feet per minute, which means 
it will now take 37 hours for smoke 
to fill that same room.

In addition, approved smoke 
gasketing and astragals for pairs are 
required for S-�labeled doors used 
throughout hospitals. 

Sound Control and Privacy

The harmful effects of noise on 
health and well-�being have been 
well-�documented and by now are 
familiar to most in our industry. 
Consider then the amplified impact 
of noise damage on healing bodies 
that are ill, injured or otherwise 
impaired, not to mention already 
stressed from hospital confine-�
ment. Yet there are notably few 
requirements for STC-�rated door 
openings to meet noise standards 
for hospitals. 

We learned in our research that 
one influential acoustical advisory 
body has concluded that STC-�rated 
door seals can be eliminated from 
its recommended guidelines for 
patient room to corridor doors, 
while STC wall partition require-�
ments remain for those spaces. 
One of the acoustical experts we 
consulted explained that some 
hospitals object to STC-�door recom-�
mendations due to preferences to 
avoid door bottom seals because 
of difficulties in maintaining and 
cleaning them. 

From our perspective as a manu-�
facturer—and our considerable 
experience in solving complex noise 
control challenges involving door 
openings—we believe that effec-�
tive STC-�rated doors and sealing 
systems are crucial to maintaining 
the STC ratings of surrounding 
partitions. Gaps represent a major 
problem for sound barriers because 
sound travels through any size 
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opening with very little loss. While 
the amount of air flowing through 
a gap increases with the size of the 
opening, the size of the gap in a 
sound barrier does not matter. A 
small hole transmits almost as much 
sound as a much larger gap, and 
unsealed door bottoms represent a 
major gap.

In reply to hospital concerns about 
maintaining and keeping door 
bottoms clean, we mention again the 
availability of easy-�access end caps 
for mortised door bottoms, discussed 
previously, to facilitate removal of 
the gaskets for cleaning. And good-�
quality door bottoms have been 
proven durable through millions of 
cycles of heavy-�use testing.

Noting that its architectural 
clients for hospitals seldom stipulate 
STC values, the California specifier 
who contributed to this article uses 
double rows of adhesive seals and 
automatic door bottoms, maybe 
with a threshold, for his specifica-�
tions for door openings where 
sound control is important. Those 
locations include conference rooms, 
staff lounges and locker rooms, 
consultation or treatment rooms, 
and (perhaps especially) pediatric 
injection rooms, as well as doors to 
electrical, IT and telecom closets. 

For those latter, high-�noise 
spaces—which have to place high on 
any patient discomfort index—we 
would almost always recommend 
heavier-�duty sound solutions, 
including adjustable head and 
jamb gasketing and heavy-�duty 
automatic door bottoms. While 
these acoustical sealing systems 
may sacrifice a bit on aesthetics, 
a persuasive case can be made in 
favor of patient comfort. And in 
many cases, mechanical rooms and 
other high-�noise spaces are typically 
fitted with outswinging doors, with 

mechanically fastened door gasket-�
ing hidden anyway on the inside of 
the door.

Door consultants advising 
hospitals should also keep in 
mind Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) 
requirements regarding confidenti-�
ality of patient-�doctor communica-�
tions. Various standards and regula-�
tions are anticipated, or are already 
in development, which will likely 
impact the specification of sound-�
rated components or assemblies to 
ensure speech privacy in hospital 
counseling rooms, treatment rooms, 
and doctors’ private offices on 
hospital premises.

A	“Silent	Door”		
Challenge	to	Our	Industry

In closing, we share interesting 
observations from Gary Madaras, 
Ph.D./Assoc. AIA, director of the 
Chicago-�based Making Hospitals 
Quiet program, who also consulted 
with our research on this article. 
The Making Hospitals Quiet 
program consults with healthcare 
providers and designers to improve 
overall sound quality in hospitals. 

Madaras offers a unique perspec-�
tive reflecting his work with exist-�
ing hospitals to reduce noise, as well 
as many nights spent in operating 
hospitals conducting noise audits. 
He notes that because few nurse 
managers are comfortable with 
closed doors, the noise emanating 
from hallways can cause a lot of 
discomfort to patients. The inces-�
sant operation of supply closet 
doors, often located in the heart 
of patient care areas, is a major 
source of noise. Frequently lacking 
adequate gasketing and equipped 
with noisy latches and handles, 
these doors rattle and reverberate 

with each open-�and-�close cycle. 
He also notes that corridor doors 
with “hands-�free” automatic open-�
ing devices, located throughout 
patient wings, are also very noisy, 
with “false opens” due to sensor 
malfunctions all too common.

To improve patient comfort, 
Madaras encourages the industry 
to place more priority on silencing 
operating doors, building on a prin-�
ciple of “no audible noise” as the 
base for meeting other performance 
requirements. Solutions must also 
retrofit easily into existing buildings 
to be of value to the many patients 
using those facilities.

A complete solution to Madaras’s 
“silent door challenge” will likely 
require a collaboration of door, 
frame, hardware and gasketing 
manufacturers. It is certain that 
door gasketing—and solid attach-�
ment to door frames, best accom-�
plished through screw-�adjustable 
features—is a good start and neces-�
sary to making openings quiet. 

Madaras also finds that annual 
door inspections at hospitals 
typically include only functional-�
ity and fire code compliance. He 
strongly encourages adding an 
acoustics section to the annual 
inspection checklist for hospitals. 
On behalf of hospital patients’ 
needs and well-�being, we fully 
support that recommenda-�
tion—and the opportunity that it 
represents for door and hardware 
professionals to add value to their 
hospital consulting services.  

About the Author: Jerry Heid, AHC is the Vice 
President of Sales for Zero International. He can 
be reached at jheid@zerointernational.com.
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IRE-RATED OPENINGS ARE VITAL AND AN IMPOR-
tant part of every project. Unfortunately, 
as the rating levels become more stringent, 

design options quickly become very limited. The situ-�
ation becomes even more complicated when the design 
includes exotic or even many common species of wood.

Most commercial designs utilize metal frames when 
the opening requires 45-�, 60-� or 90-�minute fire ratings. 
Fire-�rated doors are available from multiple sources in a 
variety of materials. However, when the design includes 
the rich beauty of wood, we often see a nice wood door 
surrounded by metal frames. 

Have you seen specifications for openings that require 
a metal frame to be customized to match the design 
criteria? Projects often require the metal frame to be 
cased out with the same wood species as the doors. 
Other solutions include faux wood painting or some 
other type of custom painting.

A few manufacturers have solved the problem by 
producing a wood-�veneered frame in 45-�, 60-� and 
90-�minute ratings. This is accomplished by applying the 
veneer over a fire-�resistant core. Some are made with an 
intumescent core, a material that expands to seal a door 
opening when exposed to the heat of a building fire, 
which inherently gives the frame and opening a posi-�
tive pressure certification as well as the fire rating. This 
innovative design is helping professionals create an 
aesthetically pleasing fire-�rated opening, with both door 
and frame made from beautiful hardwoods. 

Fire-�rated frames can accommodate standard-�size 
single openings all the way up to an 8.0' x 9.0' double 
opening. Frames can be manufactured as flat frames 
with applied stop or as single and double rabbeted 
styles. The frames are generally available in any 
hardwood species (including exotics), with the wood’s 
density being the critical factor in determining accept-�
ability. Through some manufacturers, the components 
may be Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) chain-�of-�
custody certified and fabricated with no added urea-�
formaldehyde (NAUF). Production and lead times vary 
by manufacturer, but most are around three to four 
weeks.

The veneering process promotes sustainable and 
responsible utilization of our natural resources, getting 
up to 30 times more lumber face area compared to using 
solid lumber. The use of solid lumber edge strips in the 
veneered product as opposed to veneered edges adds 
increased durability and reduced life cycle cost. Veneers 
are available in standard and exotic species. 

As mentioned previously, the core material over 
which veneer is applied can be an intumescent, used 
along with other engineered products such as high-�
density fiberboard, medium-�density fiberboard or 
particle board. These are layered in the manufacturing 
process in different combinations and thicknesses to 
achieve the various ratings. Another core material is a 
gypsum product, known for its heavy weight and brittle 
characteristics. 

B y  T e d  W i l l o u g h b y

UNDERSTANDING 
F i r e - R a t e d 
WOOD FRAMES
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Even though the cores are similar 
between different frame manufac-�
turers, the installation methods 
may vary from one to the other. The 
frames must be installed in the same 
fashion as they were when tested by 
the certifying agency. These installa-�
tion methods are included with the 
frames and must be followed for the 
opening to be certified. Some door 
frames can be installed in the same 
way as a standard wood frame. 
Others may require special clips 
that are unique to a frame or brand. 
Generally, rated frames require a 
casing of at least a specified mini-�
mum size to be installed as part of 
the assembly.

Other	Important	Facts

Sidelites, borrowed lites and tran-�
soms are tested as unique compo-�
nents of door openings. The manu-�
facturer’s specifications as written 
by the testing agency will stipulate 
how the frame can be used and 
whether or not it can be used as a 
sidelite, borrowed lite or transom, so 
be sure to review the specifications 
before including these products.

If a design includes masonry walls 
or other elements that have extra-�
wide frame requirements, be sure to 
talk to your manufacturer to ensure 
that they can accommodate the 
extra-�wide design. 

Another important factor is the 
machining of the frames. The manu-�
facturers that fabricate certified, 
rated frames have gone through a 
third-�party testing agency (primarily 
Intertek Testing, which uses the WHI 
mark). The testing agency completes 
quarterly spot checks of the manu-�
facturers to make certain that the 
frames are continuing to be made in 
the same way that they were tested 
for the initial certification. 

Special care must be taken when 
machining frames with an intumes-�
cent material, so always check with 
each manufacture regarding their 
process. The manufacturers of the 
frame may do the machining. If the 
machining is done elsewhere, the 
machining company must be regis-�
tered with the testing agency, which 
also does quarterly spot checks of 
the machining company to verify 
compliance with the machining 
specifications. The party that does 
the machining will place the fire-�
rating label on the frame. The label 
must be positioned on the frame in 
a location that can be easily viewed 
after the frame has been installed. 
The label may include options for 
positive pressure and/or an “S” label 
for smoke seal.

Pre-�finishing is also an option 
with several manufacturers. They 
can coordinate blending/matching 
stains and finishes on the project. 
They will require a control sample 
and will then send a blended sample 
for your approval, along with a sign-�
off sheet. You simply sign the accep-�
tance sheet and send it via email or 
fax, and your frames are finished 
along with your other millwork.

Lastly, and most importantly, 
always check your local building 
department for the proper codes and 
requirements for each municipality. 
Major cities like Chicago, Boston 
and Las Vegas have dramatically 
different codes for single, multifam-�
ily and light commercial projects. 
The International Building Code 
(IBC), UL 10 and the National Fire 
Protection Agency (NFPA) are the 
recognized experts.  

About the Author: Ted Willoughby is the Vice 
President of Sales and Marketing for Ferche 
Millwork, Inc. For more information, visit www.
ferche.com.
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D&H: You recently attended the ISC West show. What 
was your perception of it?
Mark Berger: It seems to be growing, as does the recog-�
nition that door hardware is an important component 
of security.
Richard Calhoun, AHC: I was really surprised at the size. 
It was huge. It was like going to a large-�arena entertain-�
ment event. There was a lot of excitement and activity, 
including tons of wide-�ranging educational opportuni-�
ties. I wish our convention could duplicate this.
Ed Toy, DAHC: The ISC West show seems to be the “must-�
attend” show for manufacturers to showcase their prod-�
ucts, distributors and consultants to see the latest and 
greatest products and receive education, and end users 
to keep abreast of new potential products. Having the 
venue annually in Las Vegas doesn’t hurt either. Even 
during the past four years of economic downturn, the 
ISC West show attendance held fast and even increased. 
As the demand grows for increased and more complex 
security, the ISC West show will continue to grow and to 
showcase the latest trends and technology in the world 
of electronic security and surveillance. The show seems 
to be able to cater to a wide variety of attendees, ranging 
from upper management, field personnel, consultants 
and end user stakeholders.
Marty Walsh IV: It was very large and well-�attended. 
I could have spent the week looking at everything. It 
was my first time at the show—what an eye-�opening 
experience!
D&H: The security industry struggles with life safety 
issues. Do you get the sense that their industry is 

working to improve their knowledge of those issues? 
Berger: I believe that most integrators are so involved 
in keeping up with their emerging technologies that 
they welcome any ally who can take the life safety code 
compliance burden off their shoulders.
Robert Maas: Yes; however, this should be a number-�
one focus for 2012 and beyond.
Calhoun: The majority of exhibitors were focused on 
security, especially on the monitor and alarm products. 
I think this opens up an opportunity for us to get in 
there and provide that focus. The timing is right for 
this now. It is not too late. 
Toy: The security industry has realized that life safety 
goes hand in hand with potential liability. End users 
are asking for increased security, as well as more 
sophisticated security. Fire marshals and AHJs are 
becoming more knowledgeable regarding door hard-�
ware pertaining to life safety. At the local level, I am 
starting to see the security industry work closely with 
the hardware industry for products, service and solu-�
tions, especially on larger, sophisticated projects. The 
security industry is starting to respect the knowledge 
and products that our industry can offer. While we 
need to tread cautiously, we have an opportunity to 
provide products and services to the security industry.
Walsh: There was so much to see in a short period of time. 
Our company was there to look at access control options, 
and we connected with some great manufacturers. Life 
safety is a major concern, and I thought some of the 
vendors had some very good products to address the 
issues. Some of the installers abuse the life safety codes 

Roundtable Discussion
DHI’s Electronic Access Control Task Force

Mark Berger,  President & Chief Product 
Officer for Securitech Group, Inc. 

Robert D. Maas,  Enterprise Account Manager for 
Ingersoll Rand Security Technologies

Richard Calhoun, AHC, President of Walters & Wolf Interiors 
Ed Toy, DAHC,  Executive Vice President of 

Spalding Hardware Systems
Marty Walsh IV, President of Walsh Door & Hardware Co.

PRESIDENT NEUNER APPOINTED A TASK FORCE 
to work with staff and develop an aggressive strategy to move 
our channel further into the electronic access control market 
and pure security channel. As recently announced to the  
industry, DHI will dedicate the 2012 Forum for the Future to 
working closer with the end user and servicing the life cycle 
of the building. One area of concentration will be on electronic 
access control sales.

In addition, DHI is conducting an executive summit during the 
ISC 2013 Show in Las Vegas. DHI will host a pavilion, conduct 
education and execute a three-day summit in advance of the 
event.

D&H recently talked to several members of the EAC Task 
Force about the security industry’s struggle with life safety 
issues, the steps they’re taking to improve that knowledge, and 
how our industries can work together on this issue.

The following EAC Task Force members participated in this discussion:
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with poor installations because they ignore the codes.
D&H: How do you see the two industries working 
together to improve the balance between life safety and 
security? 
Berger: Door and hardware suppliers will generally 
become subcontractors to the large security suppliers 
on a project, at least for the wired doors.
Maas: Without the mechanical products—doors and 
frames—how would they support their material? There 
has to be better coordination in the supply of security 
products across 8710, 8740 and section 28.  In addition, 
the industry and general contractors need to better 
coordinate the supply of material and labor to meet 
security requirements.
Calhoun: Just like the service we provide to our 
customers, we could do the same with this group 
to be the experts in life safety when it comes to the 
door industry. I do not think most of their industry 
is looking at that yet. If we were smart, we would all 
be working together to strategize a plan to benefit our 
membership. Develop new relationships, and create 
some new business for us all. 
Toy: Our industry has been slow to embrace the total 
opening solution involving electronic security and 
surveillance, even though all trends indicate that the 
growth, potential and profit will outstrip traditional 
mechanical door hardware. The security industry, 
while having access to the latest technologies in the 
world of access controls, has been slow to globally 
embrace locking solutions outside of magnetic locks 
and electric strikes. Our industry has the opportunity 
to provide the latest locking products, including electri-�
fied locking devices compatible with integral readers, 
wireless hardware and delayed egress hardware to 
the security industry, which addresses the demand for 
increased security and up-�to-�date technology without 
compromising life safety. I see an opportunity to 
provide products, installation and consulting services 
to the security industry to ensure that the transition 
between security and life safety are seamless. Based on 
past experiences, it can be a partnership with long-�term 
positive results for both industries.
Walsh: Yes, the two industries need to work together. I 
see this starting at the front end of the job and not as an 
afterthought toward the end of the job. The integrator 
and the door and hardware provider need to coordi-�
nate. The best solution is to have a door and hardware 
provider who has an integration business. That ends 
the finger pointing! 

Ferche Fire-rated Ad.indd   1 7/6/12   2:23 PM
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D&H: What trends in security do you see emerging that 
will impact our industry?
Berger: The move toward wireless communication and 
new protocols in that world.
Maas: The increased capabilities of system integrators 
AND the increased amount of small, one-�man shops 
that provide integration—“trunk slammers.”
Calhoun: We have some manufacturers that are already 
attending this show. Without the rest of our participa-�
tion, most of us will be left out of loop as their industry 
becomes more familiar with our products and services. If 
we do not take control of this, it will be given to others. 
Toy: The demand for electronic security is becoming 
prevalent in almost all projects, ranging from very small 
projects to large, multi-�building, multi-�site projects. End 
users have become knowledgeable in the world of access 
controls and electronic security and ask/require more 
sophisticated locking systems and surveillance. This 
demand will continue to grow. Technology is becoming 
more and more affordable, and systems that were only 
used in large facilities in the past are now common 
in small projects. PC-�based computer technology is 

rapidly driving changes in the world of access controls. 
One-�stop shopping for access controls, surveillance 
systems, intrusion systems and electrified door hard-�
ware is becoming the norm. Our industry is in danger of 
losing market share for electrified locking devices if this 
trend continues. 

On a very positive note, the requirement and demand 
for access controls and electronic security is growing, 
and the “sandbox” is vast. I believe that the security 
industry does not have enough players to cover the 
demand for the entire market. While our industry 
cannot compete with the security industry for the 
large institutional projects, our industry can shine on 
smaller projects of 1-�25 openings, which are currently 
75% of the market. We need to continue to educate the 
stakeholders—end users, engineers, architects—that 
our industry is the go-�to resource for all door hardware, 
mechanical and electrified.
Walsh: If our industry doesn’t embrace access control, I 
see integrators moving into doors and hardware. The two 
are becoming more interconnected as time goes on.  

Need New Ideas?
Try the Forum for the Future!
The clear majority of decision-makers who attend this event 
come to prepare for the future. Stay at the forefront of your 
fi eld—today and tomorrow. You can interact with industry peers 
and gain valuable insights from the leading thinkers of the day. 
Only at our annual industry convention, CoNEXTions, can you 
have the opportunity to participate in this forward-looking event.

Attend the Forum for the Future in Las Vegas this October—it’s 
not business as usual; it’s business at its very best.

FACE TIME…It Really Does Matter 

    OCTOBER 17-18  MGM Grand Hotel  |  Las Vegas
www.dhiCoNEXTions.org
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Door Security & Safety Foundation Golf Tournament
Monday, October 15, 11:30 am – 6:00 pm
Legacy Golf Course

Come play at one of the top 10 golf courses in Nevada! Unique 
tee boxes represent each playing card’s suit, with the tenth 
hole being the most recognizable in Las Vegas. Awards will be 
handed out to the top teams, along with Closest to the Pin and 
Longest Drive, during a reception after the tournament. 

Register by August 10th to guarantee your spot on the green!

Door Security & Safety Foundation 
Fundraising Dinner
Tuesday, October 16, 6:00 pm – 9:00 pm
MGM Grand Hotel and Casino 

What better way to kick off CoNEXTions 2012 than spending 
an evening with your good friends and colleagues while raising 
money for the Door Security & Safety Foundation! Take in 
pristine views of the MGM Grand while enjoying a networking 
reception and delicious dinner prepared by culinary experts.

Proceeds from both fundraising events go toward activities and events that support the Foundation’s mission to advance awareness
of life safety and security issues within the non-residential built environment. Contributions raised will be used to educate Authorities 
Having Jurisdiction (AHJs), code offi cials, the fi re service community, facility management, and building owners about issues that are 
of importance to our industry.

Visit www.dhiCoNEXTions.org today to register for these great events. 
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to network and support the Foundation:
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t the San Mateo Union High School District, a combination of relatively 
simple but effective access control solutions protects students, teachers and 
staff with minimal system management requirements.

The district includes a total of six comprehensive high schools, one contin-�
uation high school and a large adult school. Six of the schools each have 
an average student body of 1,600, while one is smaller with approximately 
350 students. Average campus size is 40 acres, and together, the area of the 
district’s buildings totals about one million square feet.

The district controls door access with a key system. Keys are only available 
to authorized individuals through professional locksmith channels, which 
helps prevent unauthorized key duplication, and the keyway is exclusive to 
the district within a specified geographic area.

San Mateo High School 

by April Dalton-Noblitt

c a s e   S T U D Y

D I S T R I C T

A

San Mateo High School is one of seven high schools and several other 
buildings in California’s San Mateo Union High School District.

Photos Courtesy of Ingersoll Rand Security Technologies 
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An important security feature 
is the use of locks that have a 
classroom security function. This 
allows an individual to immediately 
lock a door from inside with a key, 
eliminating exposure outside of the 
classroom in a hostile intruder situ-�
ation. The ability to key-�lock from 
inside the classroom allows the 
teacher to control access and egress 
in an emergency and prevents the 
compromise that could occur with 
an inside pushbutton or thumbturn 
latch. Todd Lee, of Greystone West 
Company, the district’s construc-�
tion manager, explains that the 
locks (sometimes referred to as 
“Columbine” locks because of their 
development in response to that 
tragedy) were installed here proac-�
tively and have proven their effec-�
tiveness in periodic drills, as well as 
in an actual lockdown incident. 

Lee notes that doors for larger 
spaces such as lecture halls are 
equipped with exit devices that 
incorporate key dogging. He 
explains, “They are equipped with 
LED indicators so that when the 
doors are dogged down during 
the day, a teacher can determine 
their status from across the room 
at a glance. If it becomes necessary 
to secure the room, they can be 
undogged quickly to provide secu-�
rity by any teacher or staff member 
with a key. This not only eliminates 
any delays in finding an Allen 
wrench, but it avoids the possibility 
that an unauthorized person could 
lock the doors if the teacher were 
out of the room.”

In addition to their normal school 
day usage, most of the buildings 
are used for evening activities of 
all types. In California, the Civic 
Center Act specifies that schools are 
public facilities and allows users 
to be charged for the direct cost of 

Exit devices incorporate keyed dogging. In lecture halls, they are 
equipped with an LED indicator so a teacher can tell at a glance whether 
or not the device is dogged down in an emergency. 

A removable lockable mullion makes it easy 
to move equipment in or out and provides 
convenience and better security than 
standard bolt-in mullions. 
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the utilities, cleaning and related 
operating costs. After auditing 
and evaluating its costs, the San 
Mateo Union High School District 
determined the applicable fees to 
rent facilities such as a gym, theater 
or football field. Instead of issuing 
keys, which need to be returned 
and can lead to loss of control, the 
district assigns a “utility worker” 
to each event. This person unlocks 
and relocks the building, provides 
janitorial and cleanup services, and 
generally keeps an eye on things. 
This ensures that the building is 
secured and maintains key control, 
and the cost can be recovered from 
the user.

Close communications between 
administrators and plant managers 
at each campus and the district 
office help identify security needs. 

Executive Officer, Maintenance and 
Operations, Zeke Lyles, CFM, says, 
“At one of our high schools, a vice-�
principal realized he needed guard 
plates on some locks to prevent 
tampering. Because he notified us, 
the plates were installed before an 
incident occurred.” 

In order to simplify key control 
and distribution, Lee says that all 
locks are ordered with construction 
cores instead of the final keyways. 
“Rather than trying to get the 
paperwork through to have the 
contractor order and install the 
final cylinders, we have the district 
personnel order and install them,” 
he explains. “That way we don’t 
have to get into working with their 
system and sharing the keying. 
It saves time, eliminates a lot of 
mistakes, and keeps everything 

under the district’s control.”
Other door hardware solutions 

used by the district include door 
closers, which provide reliability 
and help ensure that doors close 
and latch securely, and removable 
lockable mullions. These make it 
easy to move equipment in or out 
while providing better security than 
standard bolt-�in mullions. Keys for 
the mullions are restricted to custo-�
dial staff to prevent misuse.  

About the Author: April Dalton-Noblitt is the 
Director – Vertical Marketing for Ingersoll Rand 
Security Technologies.

San Mateo Performing Arts Center, adjacent to San Mateo High School, is also under the district’s jurisdiction.
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OR AT LEAST 30 YEARS, THIS 
author has been extolling 
the virtues of budgeting in 
improving company perfor-�
mance. I have been wrong all 
this time.

It is not that budgeting 
itself is wrong. It is simply 
that budgeting alone does 
not seem to improve profit-�
ability. Budgeting must 
be augmented with what 
will be referred to as a 
Managerial Profit Plan. Fully 
implemented, this plan has 
the potential to help firms 
dramatically alter their finan-�
cial results.

This report will examine 
the nature of traditional 
budgeting versus using a 
Managerial Profit Plan. It 
will do so by looking at two 
different issues:

■	 The	Problems	with	
Traditional	Budgeting: 
An explanation of how 
the budgeting process too 
often leaves the firm in 
virtually the same finan-�
cial position as before

■	 Developing	a	
Managerial	Profit	Plan: 
An examination of how 
the firm can develop an 

improved process to actu-�
ally improve profitability

The	Problems	with	
Traditional	Budgeting	

The problem with tradi-�
tional budgeting is twofold. 
First, it is top down in nature. 
Second, it involves a lot of 
trees and not much forest.

Top Down Approach: 
Typically a budget is 
prepared by starting with 
sales and working down 
through the line items in the 
income statement. Nothing 
could be more logical. The 
firm plans sales, then cost 
of goods sold. Subtraction 
produces gross margin. Next, 
expenses are planned. Finally, 
profit is whatever is left over 
when expenses are subtracted 
from gross margin. 

The problem is that profit 
becomes a residual factor. It 
is, in fact, whatever number 
is produced after all of the 
subtractions are completed. 
There is no real focus on 
improving profitability.

Trees, Not Forest: Budgets 
tend to be extremely detail-�
oriented. Almost every 
budget has at least 20 expense 

categories. Budgets with 50 
items are not all that unusual. 

At some point, such detail 
is essential. However, in 
the real planning part of 
the financial improvement 
process, such detail gets in 
the way. It is essential to 
understand the nature of the 
forest before reviewing the 
individual trees.

Developing	a		
Managerial	Profit	Plan

The function of a 
Managerial Profit Plan (MPP) 
is to determine where the 
company is going regarding 
profitability and how it is 
going to get there. Within 
that structure, there are two 
elements. The first is to plan 
profit. The second is to focus 
on the Critical Profit Variables 
to the near exclusion of every-�
thing else.

Exhibit 1 (page 42) reviews 
the process by looking at 
the performance of a typical 
DHI member based upon 
the DHI Profit Report. The 
exhibit presents the income 
statement for this firm, along 
with total assets and return 
on assets.

By Dr. Albert D. Bates, President, Profit Planning Group

Help Stamp Out Budgeting

p r o f i t  I m p r o v e m e n t  R e p o r t
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The firm has sales of $10,000,000, 
on which it generates a profit of 
$150,000, or 1.5% of sales. To gener-�
ate this level of sales and profit, the 
firm invested $4,000,000 in total 
assets. This result is a pre-�tax return 
on assets (profit before taxes divided 
by total assets) of 3.8%.

The remainder of the exhibit 
demonstrates the structure of the 
financial portion of a Managerial 
Profit Plan. As will be discussed 
momentarily, each financial action 
needs to be supported by an action 
plan as well.

Plan Profit First: The left side 
of the exhibit presents a suggested 
sequencing of actions in the plan. 
The very first step that needs to 
be taken is to determine a profit 
requirement. This is a decision for 

top management. It cannot be off-�
loaded to the accounting staff.

Profit-�first planning overcomes 
the problem of profit as a residual. 
It forces the entire organization to 
focus on how much profit must be 
generated. It is absolutely essential 
to success.

For the typical DHI member in 
Exhibit 1, the firm is planning to 
increase its ROA from the current 
3.8% to 6.0%. This reflects a philoso-�
phy of slow but steady improve-�
ments. Assuming that the asset 

base does not change, dollar profit 
increases from $150,000 to $240,000 
($4,000,000 times 6.0%).

The Critical Profit Variables: 
At this point, a very logical and 
real question emerges—namely, 
“How are we going to get to that 

profit level?” The answer is not by 
developing a 50-�line budget; that 
will come later. The real answer is 
to focus intently on three critical 
items—what are commonly referred 
to as the Critical Profit Variables. 

As a benefit to Distributor Corporate members, DHI offers the opportunity 
to participate in the annual profit survey, which is a great resource for 
their business and the industry at large. In turn, they receive a customized  
Profit Improvement Profile from the Profit Planning Group. For details, 
visit the Distributor’s Best Practice area of www.dhi.org.

Don’t just think out of the box...
Break out of the box! 
Going to our annual industry convention, CoNEXTions, is one 
of the most profi table contributions you can make to your 
company. Our event is where connections are made, new 
suppliers are found, trends are discovered, and the future is 
revealed—the perfect place to open your mind and experience 
our industry’s marketplace.

See it fi rsthand at SolutionSessions on the Expo fl oor in Las 
Vegas this October, and stay connected.

FACE TIME…It Really Does Matter 

OCTOBER 17-18  MGM Grand Hotel  |  Las Vegas
www.dhiCoNEXTions.org
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These are the three that matter 
most.

The first of the CPVs is sales 
growth. The one requirement to 
planning this item is to develop a 
conservative sales forecast. That 
means a sales increase that the firm 
is close to certain it can achieve.

In Exhibit 1, the firm is planning 
on 5.0% sales growth. That figure 
includes inflation, growth in the 
overall market and any gain in 
market share the firm may enjoy. 
It is important to note that while 
the firm may well think a higher 
growth rate is possible, it is essential 
to temper such expectations in the 
financial plan.

As with every one of the 
CPVs, the financial plan must be 

supported by a corresponding 
managerial plan. There must be an 
explicit statement of how the sales 
goal is going to be achieved. Again, 
this is a top management issue.

The second of the CPVs is the 
change in the gross margin percent-�
age. In virtually every industry, the 
gross margin percentage is the key 
driver of financial performance. The 
door and hardware industry is no 
exception.

In planning gross margin, the 
same philosophy as was used for 
sales growth applies. The firm 
should plan on only a modest 
increase. Luckily, a small increase 
produces large results. The exhibit 
shows an increase from 29.0% 
of sales to 29.2%. Once again, a 
supporting plan for getting there is 
required.

The final CPV is the control of 
payroll. Here is an almost universal 
improvement factor. Sales need 
to increase about two percentage 
points faster than payroll expenses. 
This forces the firm to leverage 
payroll expense effectively. Since 
sales increase by 5.0% in the 
example, payroll can only increase 
by 3.0%.

The rest of the plan, pardon 
the phraseology, is simply “plug 
and chug.” Total expenses must 
equal gross margin minus profit. 
Non-�payroll expenses must equal 

total expenses minus payroll.
At this point, the plan can be 

turned into a 30-�line budget, a 
50-�line budget or even a 200-�line 
one. What is essential is that before 
the final budget is set, management 
must put together a comprehen-�
sive plan that emphasizes profit 
improvement and control of the 
Critical Profit Variables.

Moving	Forward

For the overwhelming majority 
of firms, budgeting as practiced has 
not resulted in significant improve-�
ments in profitability. A Managerial 
Profit Plan must be constructed well 
before the detailed budget is devel-�
oped. If the Profit Plan is properly 
thought out and supported with 
an appropriate set of action steps, 
almost every firm can generate 
greater profits.  

About the Author: Dr. Albert D. Bates is 
founder and president of Profit Planning Group. 
His latest book, Triple Your Profit!, is avail-
able at www.tripleyourprofitbook.com, as well as 
Amazon and Barnes & Noble.

©2012 Profit Planning Group. DHI has unlimited duplication 
rights for this manuscript. Further, members may duplicate this 
report for their internal use in any way desired. Duplication by 
any other organization in any manner is strictly prohibited.

You Can’t Do It That Way
Profit-first planning is not without 
controversy. The concept of setting 
a profit target before planning 
sales volume or anything else 
about the firm seems completely 
alien to many individuals.
 To be successful with profit-first 
planning, firms need to take the 
attitude that they have to generate 
enough sales to meet the profit 
objective. The same is true with 
gross margin and expenses. Profit 
first; how to get there second.
The key to making the approach 
work is to ensure that profitability 
improvements are implemented 
slowly and systematically. Using 
DHI data, the following worksheet 
demonstrates the process. 
 The essential point is in line 4. A 
meaningful but realistic improve-
ment in ROA is somewhere between 
one and two percentage points. The 
goal needs to make the firm stretch, 
but it also needs to be attainable. 
By staying within that range, real 
profit improvement is possible.

SETTING A PROFIT TARGET

1 Profit Before Taxes $150,000

2 Total Assets $4,000,000

3 Return on Assets [1 ÷ 2] 3.8%

4 Improvement in ROA [2.0 to 3.0%] 2.3%

5 New ROA [3 + 4] 6.0%

6 Profit Plan [2 × 5] $240,000

Exhibit 1
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People often ask what’s my favorite part of my job. 
Actually, I can’t remember the last time someone asked me that, but it 
seemed like a good opening line for this pictorial.

I’m frequently asked to give presentations. It’s my favorite activity because 
I have the opportunity to educate and inform. Certainly there’s a commercial 
reason for me to do this, as we do a “Story-sell” for our products, and you 
can’t do that without education. I told my kids when they were growing up 
that Daddy did “Show and Tell” for a living. 

I’m also invited to lecture on life safety, and many of the photographs that 

have graced these pages have been projected and reviewed as part of those 
presentations. And many photographs I have taken during those presenta-
tions, especially photos of hotel ballrooms, have made it onto these pages as 
examples of how life safety is specified and then compromised.

Here are some pictures taken in offices and maintenance facilities where 
I’ve been invited to do presentations. While I enjoy asking people during 
my presentations if they have seen any violations recently and occasionally 
someone in the room points out something in the building we are in, most 
folks are oblivious to violations they see every day.

r e a l  o p e n i n g s  T H E  G O O D ,  T H E  B A D ,  T H E  U G LY

Have pictures you’d like to share? Email your high-resolution pictures (300 dpi or higher) to Jess Madden at  
jmadden@dhi.org, or mail them to Jess Madden, DHI, 14150 Newbrook Dr., Suite 200, Chantilly, VA 20151.  
Be sure to include your name, descriptions of what the photos show, and where you were when you took them!

By Mark Berger

Taped Closer

You have to love ingenuity. 
Clearly someone had 
bumped his head on this 
low-hanging closer one 
too many times. Instead 
of replacing and installing 
the closer differently, the 
“safety” solution was to 
tape up the offending part 
of the closer.

Office Illegal

Many times a trip to the restroom 
becomes a photo opportunity. That’s 
because rear doors of offices could lead 
to the corridor where the bathroom 
is located. Securing the rear door 
becomes a priority, and it frequently 
overtakes safety concerns.

Mark Gives a Lecture

Photos Courtesy of Mark Berger
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Exit with Bolt

Same location as the slide bolt door, only this time 
the bolt was square, not round. In both cases, the 
doors were very well marked as exit doors. Not good!

Exit with Mortise Lock and Slide Bolt

Samples can be cumbersome, and I like to scope the room where 
I’ll be presenting before I start lugging them. I learned to do this 
after carrying sample cases up to a fifth-floor office in NY that did 
not have an elevator. I left my cases in the corridor (three trips), 
caught my breath, went in and announced myself, only to find that 
the architect was out sick. It was a very hard way to learn about 
confirming meetings, even on the day of the meeting. I discovered 
this bolted exit on my way to the parking lot at the rear of the 
building where I was speaking.
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HIS QUESTION COMES UP A LOT: 
“When do I need to specify/supply/install fail safe electrified hardware,  
and when should I choose fail secure?"

First, some basic definitions:
■  Fail safe products are unlocked when power is removed. 

Power is applied to lock the door.
■  Fail secure products are locked when power is removed. 

Power is applied to unlock the door.
■  Fail safe/fail secure usually refers to the status of the secure side 

(key side, outside) of the door.
■  Most products provide (mechanically) free egress regardless 

of whether they are fail safe or fail secure.
An electric strike replaces the regular strike for a lockset or panic device. For a 

single door, it mounts in the frame; for a pair, it mounts in the inactive leaf or on a 
mullion. The lockset or panic device still functions as it normally would. Free egress is 
available at all times, except in the case of double-�cylinder institutional function locks.

The spring-�loaded keeper on the electric strike controls the latchbolt of the lock 
or panic device. When access is allowed, the keeper is free, and the latchbolt can be 
pulled through the keeper so the door can be opened. When the strike is secure, 
the keeper secures the latchbolt and prevents the door from being opened. In most 
cases, a key can be used to retract the latchbolt from the secure side of the door to 
allow access if a manual override is needed. And because the lock or panic device 
functions independently of the electric strike, you can exit by turning the lever or 
pushing the panic device touchpad, regardless of whether the electric strike is fail 
safe or fail secure.

For electric strikes on fire-�rated doors, fail secure strikes must be used per NFPA 
80. I specify fail secure strikes in almost all applications, except when access is 
required upon fire alarm. There are very limited situations in which access upon fire 
alarm is required (read on for information regarding stairwell re-�entry). I have been 
asked, “What about firefighter access?” The use of an electric strike really doesn’t 
change anything in regard to firefighter access. Firefighters’ method for access on a 
door with a mechanical lockset can still be used. That might be a key or card in the 
key box or one of those handy tools they carry around.

You might think, “Let’s just make all electrified products fail safe; then I know 
there won’t be a problem.” Well, don’t forget that electric strikes on fire doors must 

DECODED:

From the well-known blog 

idighardware.com, 

Lori Greene brings some 

much-needed clarity to 

codes.

Fail Safe vs. Fail Secure:  
When and Where?

T
BY LORI GREENE, AHC/CDC, CCPR

Photos Courtesy of Ingersoll Rand Security Technologies.
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be fail secure so the door is positively latched if there 
is a fire. But in addition, there are security concerns. 
Should the building or area be unlocked and allow free 
access every time there is a fire alarm or power failure? 
A breach of security can be extremely dangerous to 
building occupants, along with the potential for loss or 
damage. That’s not a liability I’m willing to take on.

An electromechanical lock is a lockset that has been 
electrified so that it can be controlled by a card reader, 
remote release or other access control device. Most electro-�
mechanical locksets allow free egress at all times. There 
are double-�cylinder electromechanical locksets that do not 
allow free egress, just like a double-�cylinder mechanical 
lockset, but neither of those should be used on any door 
that is required for egress. Note that when you see a lock 
with two key cylinders, it may be a classroom security 
lock (which allows free egress) or it may be an institutional 
function lock (which does not allow free egress).

Let’s look at the most common types of fail-�secure 
and fail-�safe electromechanical locks. A fail secure 
electromechanical lockset is locked on the secure side 
when there is no power to the lock. To unlock it, power 
is applied, and the lever can then be turned to retract 
the latch. The latch remains projected until the lever is 
turned.

A fail safe electromechanical lockset is locked when 
power is applied, and it is unlocked when power is 
removed. When power is removed, the lever can be 
turned to retract the latch. Fail safe electromechanical 
locks are used for stairwell doors providing re-�entry. 
The lock is constantly powered so that the lever on the 
stair side is locked. During a fire alarm, the lever on 
the stair side is unlocked (power removed), either by 
the fire alarm or a signal from the fire command center, 
depending on the code. Building occupants may then 
leave the stairway to find another exit if necessary. The 
stair doors will also be unlocked during a power failure. 
The locks always allow free egress into the stairway.

Electrified exit device trim refers to the outside lever 
on panic hardware or fire exit hardware. It operates the 
same way that an electromechanical lock does—the 
power controls whether the outside lever can be turned 
or not. The latch remains projected until the lever is 
turned, and free egress is always available by pushing 
the touchpad or crossbar of the panic device.

Fail safe electrified exit device trim is used for 
stairwell doors providing re-�entry. Most other doors 
are not required to allow access upon fire alarm, so 
I typically use fail secure electrified exit device trim 

in locations other than stairwells. Keep in mind that 
the stair discharge door is not typically required by 
code to unlock upon fire alarm. The door between the 
stairwell and the roof may be required/desired to be 
fail safe, allowing building occupants to reach the roof 
during a fire. However, this is not a requirement of the 
International Building Code or NFPA 101, The Life Safety 
Code.

Electric latch retraction (ELR) is a function typically 
used on panic hardware or fire exit hardware. ELR 
devices are only available fail secure. When power 
is applied, the latch retracts automatically and stays 
retracted as long as power is applied. When power 
is removed, the latch is projected, securing the door. 
Again, free egress is provided via the touchpad or cross-�
bar of the panic hardware. ELR devices are sometimes 
used on fire doors to allow push/pull function during 
normal use and to allow positive latching during a fire 
alarm (a signal from the fire alarm system to the power 
supply is needed). 

ELR devices are often used with automatic operators, 
so the latch is retracted before the door begins to open. 
Electric strikes can perform this function as well. Fail 
safe or fail secure products can be used in this applica-�
tion, but I typically use fail secure except in the very 

http://idighardware.com/2011/08/stairwell-reentry-myths-and-facts/
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rare case in which access is required upon fire alarm.  
Electromechanical locks and electrified exit device trim 
are not used with automatic operators because the latch 
is not retracted until someone turns the lever, which 
would prevent the auto operator from opening the door.

An electromagnetic lock is an electromagnet that 
mounts on the frame, with a steel armature mounted on 
the door. When you apply power to the magnet, it bonds 
to the armature, securing the door. Electromagnetic 
locks are only available fail safe. When you remove 
power, the electromagnetic lock unlocks.

Even though an electromagnetic lock is electrically 
fail safe, its normal function requires it to be locked. 
Therefore, an electromagnetic lock does not provide 
free egress like most electromechanical hardware, and 
release devices are required by code in order to allow 
egress. Electromagnetic locks are also required to 
unlock upon fire alarm or power failure.

So, to recap:
■  Fail safe locks should be used on stairwell doors 

requiring re-entry and on any other doors that must 
allow free access upon fire alarm or power failure.

■  Fail safe electric strikes can’t be used for stairwell 
re-entry because fire doors require fail secure elec-
tric strikes for positive latching (fire doors do not 
require fail secure electric locks—only fail secure 
electric strikes).

■  Be aware that when a fail safe product is used, the 
door will be unlocked whenever there is a fire alarm 
or power failure, which is an obvious security risk.

■  Electromagnetic locks are only available fail safe.
■  Electric latch retraction panic hardware is only 

available fail secure.
■  Fail secure products are more common than fail safe 

ones due to security concerns. Fail secure products 
provide security when there is no power applied.

■  Most electrified products, with the exception of 
electromagnetic locks and institutional function 
electromechanical locks, allow free egress at all 
times, regardless of whether they are fail safe or fail 
secure.  

About the Author: Lori Greene, AHC/CDC, CCPR, FDAI, is the Manager 
of Codes & Resources for Ingersoll Rand Security Technologies. She can be 
reached at lori_greene@irco.com.
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A barcode scanner 
application is required 
to read the QR code. 
To get the app, start a 
search and download 
an app for “Barcode 
Scanner” compatible 
with your Smart Phone.

Why DHI
Membership IS

Important!

YOU are the Face of DHI!

Want More Information? 
Contact DHI’s Member Services 
Department at 703/222-2010 or 
membership@dhi.org.

Go to www.dhi.org 
to see what DHI is doing for 
you, your company AND the 
openings industry.

“DHI has been able to help 
me actually find the current 
job that I have.”

Kim McCallum, Ontario, Canada

Do you know a DHI member you would like to nominate as the FACE OF DHI? Submit your 
nominations to Paige Purdum at Ppurdum@dhi.org, and we’ll take care of the rest!

In 1982, Alan Pentek was a time-study engineer 
in Sheboygan, Wisconsin. Then the commercial bent-
wood furniture factory he worked in burned to the 
ground, leaving him suddenly unemployed. 

After spending most of the spring and summer as a 
“house husband,” Pentek answered a newspaper ad for 
a job in the hardware department of Sheboygan Glass 
Co. and landed an interview with the company’s presi-

dent. “I had to call back twice to see if they had made a decision on the open-
ing, and I think he liked the fact that I was persistent,” Pentek recalls. “He 
gave me my shot, and I thought this would be really easy; I mean, every door 
just has hinges and locksets, right?! I have learned so much since then.” 

A key figure in the intensive learning session that followed was a man who 
would become his mentor—Ralph Radke, AHC. “He encouraged me to learn 
all I could about customer service, estimating and doing things the right way,” 
says Pentek. “He stressed the details in the job and also to have patience.”

That patience and attention to detail allowed Pentek to excel at customer ser-
vice, which he says remains his favorite aspect of the job. “It doesn’t matter if it is a 
coworker or an architect needing a question answered, an over-the-counter customer 
who wants to purchase hardware, going on a service call to rekey locks or install a 
new door closer, or coordinating shipping schedules with contractors,” he says. “I 
want things to run smoothly and people to be happy with me and my company.”

The variety of each day and the people he meets along the way—customers, 
contractors and architects—are what have kept Pentek working in this industry 
for the past 30 years. They help offset the most challenging parts of his job: deal-
ing with deadlines and details every day. “Getting a bid out on time, ordering and 
shipping finish hardware per the contractor’s construction schedule, or even get-
ting paid for the work you do is all important,” he says, and each job presents 
its own learning experiences. “I learn something new every day, either through 
on-the-job experience or through DHI or manufacturers’ classes,” he says.

In fact, it’s DHI’s education that he points to as being the best benefit of 
membership. “You learn so much at the classes, and it is interesting to see 
how different people from different areas of the country handle schedul-
ing hardware on an opening,” he says. “The instructors always want to 
help with questions or problems the students have. If they are stumped by 
a question, they can usually lead you to a person that can help you.”

It is this industry’s willingness to educate its members and newcomers, ei-
ther through formal classes or informal mentoring, that Pentek hopes will al-
low it to recruit the next generation of workers. “We constantly encourage 
young people to join us,” he says. “We will train you. You won’t know it all 
at once (like I thought), but you will learn something new every day.” ●

Alan Pentek, AHC
Builders Hardware and Hollow Door, Inc.
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Registration Information
One Package, One Great Price, One Phenomenal Event!
You’re coming to the convention; you deserve to experience it all. Now registration 
is easier and more affordable than ever. No need to review and understand a variety 
of registration options—it’s very simple!

All Events Access
Advance Registration (by September 17): $150 Member/$300 Non-Member*
On-Site Registration (after September 17): $200 Member/$350 Non-Member*

Participate in all the convention activities, including the hallmark Forum for the Future Luncheon 
and Workshop Sessions, the all new ChannelExChange and SolutionSessions, as well as the 
one and only DHI Exposition. Your registration provides admittance to the very popular and highly 
topical Forum for the Future Kick-Off Luncheon on Wednesday, October 17, the Forum Workshops Sessions on Thursday, October 18, 
and 10 full hours of exhibit hall time, including the Opening Reception, SolutionSessions, Networking Luncheon and Closing Reception.  

CoNEXTions Company Discount
Available to distributors and sales agents only, use the CoNEXTions Company Discount to bring your entire offi ce to the show. Register 
between six and 12 employees and save $35 per person. For the greatest savings, bring 13 or more employees, and pay just $100 per 
person. By using this company discount, all of your registered employees, will receive All Events Access to participate in the Forum for 
the Future Luncheon, 10 exclusive exhibit hours, ChannelExChange, SolutionSessions and the Forum Workshop Sessions. 

Advance Registration† (by Sept. 17) On-Site Registration† (after Sept. 17)

Member Non-Member Member Non-Member

6–12 Employees $115 $265 $165 $315

13 or More Employees $100 $250 $150 $300

†Prices denote per person cost.

Call DHI Member Services at 866/977-3667 to register. All attendees must be registered at the same time to receive the discount.

Spouse Tradeshow Registration – $50 
This allows a spouse attendee to participate in two days of exposition activities, with full access to the tradeshow fl oor, Opening 
Reception, SolutionSessions, Networking Luncheon, and Closing Reception. Spouse registration is available only to spouses 
outside the industry and must be purchased in conjunction with an All Events Access registration.

Optional Events
Door Security & Safety Foundation Golf Tournament – $165 (Monday, October 15 – Must register by August 10)
Door Security & Safety Foundation Fundraising Dinner – $165 (Tuesday, October 16)
For more information on the Foundation fundraisers, please visit www.dhiCoNEXTions.org.

Deadlines
Advance registration and pricing are available through September 17 at www.dhiCoNEXTions.org or by calling DHI Member 
Services at 866/977-3667.  After September 17th, on-site registration fees will apply, and all fees are non-refundable.  On-site 
registration opens at the MGM on Tuesday, October 16.

Note: Registration pricing does not include costs for housing, travel or optional events.
*Non-Member All Access Registration rates include DHI membership through June 2013.

REGISTER 
NOW! 

Visit www.dhiCoNEXTions.org 

to begin your participation 

in the ChannelExChange 

and avoid on-site 

registration lines.

Housing Information
MGM Grand Hotel & Casino
3799 Las Vegas Boulevard South, Las Vegas, Nevada 
$139 Single/Double

Stay where all the DHI action is! Known as “Maximum Las Vegas,” it’s 
easy to see why the MGM Grand Hotel and Casino will be home to all 
things DHIndustry Convention in 2012.

Located right on the Strip, this hotel is sure to bring you the ultimate Las Vegas 
experience with some of the best entertainment options the city has to offer, 
including Kà by Cirque du Soleil, the brand new Brad Garrett’s Comedy Club 
and a variety of nightclubs and lounges, as well as award-wining restaurants 
like Craftsteak by Chef Tom Colicchio and Emeril Lagasse’s New Orleans 
Fish House. The excitement continues on the casino fl oor with gaming 
classics like blackjack, poker and slot machines. 

DHI is excited to offer our lowest headquarters hotel rate in 15 years! Newly 
renovated rooms are available for just $139 a night, with no resort fees. 

The MGM Grand houses more than 5,000 deluxe guestrooms and suites with views of 
the 6.5-acre Grand Pool Complex, the Spring Mountains and the famous Las Vegas 
Strip. Each room features amenities for ultimate comfort and elegance. Activate the 
automatic blackout shade and sheer system before relaxing on an ultra-comfortable 
double pillow-top mattress. Enjoy thick cotton towels in your Carrera marble bathroom, 
roomy closets, laptop-size safes and fl at-screen TVs. Grab a drink or a snack from your 
mini bar, and stay connected with free high-speed Internet.

Want to get right to the action when you arrive at the MGM? Save time by checking in 
to your room at the MGM Grand reservations desk while you wait for your luggage at the 
airport. This one-of-a-kind service makes check-in fast and convenient. 

Room Rates/Taxes: 
In order to take advantage of the DHI rates, be sure to 
book your reservation by Monday, September 17, 2012. After this date, the 
offi cial DHI block will be released, and the hotel may charge signifi cantly 
higher rates. Room rates are subject to 12% hotel room tax per night (subject 
to change). Resorts fees have been waived for DHI guests. 

Changes/Cancellations: 
Changes and cancellations to guestroom reservations should be 
made directly with the MGM Grand at 800/929-1111. Room 
reservations must be cancelled at least 48 hours prior to your 
scheduled date of arrival to avoid a fee equal to one night’s room 
and tax.

RESERVE YOUR ROOM 

TODAY!

Visit www.dhiCoNEXTions.org or 

call the MGM direct at 800/929-1111. 

Be sure to mention the DHI 

convention or use code DHISB2 

for the best rates!

Housing Deadline: 

Monday, September 17

OCTOBER 17-18
MGM Grand Hotel  |  Las Vegas

Register Online at www.dhiCoNEXTions.org! CoNEXTions 2012   |  October 17-18, MGM Grand Hotel
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By Jason Bader

Building a Solid Bench of Talent
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I 
WAS WORKING WITH A 
private client last year on 
some personnel changes. The 

client was getting fed up with the 
lack of performance and direction 
from one of his branch managers. 
He wanted to make a change. At 
the same time, the company was 
contemplating the possibility of 
opening a new location. The oppor-�
tunity was right, and the company 
had existing sales in the territory. 
I convinced the client that we 
should clean up the current branch 
manager problem before shifting 
focus on the new opportunity. 

Before we made a hasty change, 
we decided to take a look at the 
existing talent pool for an acceptable 
replacement. Since most privately 
held distributors prefer internal 
promotions, we started reviewing 
the potential candidates. This is 
where our plan came to a grinding 
halt. There were no acceptable inter-�
nal candidates in the local branch. 
Undeterred, we decided to look 
company-�wide since the locations 
were within a reasonable distance 
from one another. Again we hit a 
dead end. After looking around 
the company, an ugly truth was 
revealed: we were unable to move 
forward because the company had 
failed to build a solid bench. 

Many of you might suggest that 
we could have just gone outside 
the company to find an acceptable 
candidate. This was certainly an 
option. There were probably some 
very skilled managers who could 
have come in and done a reasonable 
job, but they would always be lack-�
ing one crucial component: cultural 
familiarity. 

Just how important is culture in 
a small, privately held distributor-�
ship? At the risk of stating the 
obvious, it matters a great deal. It is 
often the glue that binds all of the 
distribution functions together. It 
dictates how we treat the customer, 
what we are willing to do in the 
name of customer service, how we 
price products, how much inven-�
tory we stock, how we compensate 
employees and a myriad other 
distribution questions. The culture 
of a business is more than a vibe. It 
is often the key element that dictates 
success or failure. 

In my own experience, I have 
watched several talented indi-�
viduals fail in a company because 
they could not assimilate into the 
company culture. I personally have 
tried to bring in sales managers and 
other higher-�level personnel from 
the outside. In most cases, the hire 
fell flat on its face. It had nothing 

to do with the person’s experience 
or knowledge of the industry. It 
was a cultural mismatch from the 
beginning. I have friends who have 
been able to make this work, but it is 
certainly the exception, not the rule. 

It has been my experience that 
many successful managers are 
home-�grown. They have come 
through the ranks of the organiza-�
tion. They know the way business 
is conducted in the company. They 
have learned from their predeces-�
sors. They understand the customer 
service philosophy. They know the 
suppliers and how to get the most 
from them. Their ascension though 
the ranks has earned them a level 
of respect from the team. This is a 
tough hurdle for an outsider.

If we are going to continue the 
tradition of growing our own talent, 
we need to start formalizing the 
process. As my client came to real-�
ize, his company did not have a 
method to develop future managers. 
When his company was small, it 
was easier to manage that progres-�
sion. He could coach and advise 
people along the way. As the entity 
grew, it was tougher to make sure 
that people were ready to make 
that leap. Many distributors, like 
my client, are still trying to develop 
their employees the same way they 
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did 20 years ago. The first step to breaking out of this 
paradigm is to define your progression. 

I suggest that you gather a small group of employees 
together and rough out the perceived progression. Most 
of us will start in the warehouse. What is the first job? 
I happen to put newbies in picking, but the starting 
place is up to you. Once someone “graduates” from 
the warehouse, he or she may enter the counter sales 
function. Then, that individual may move to an inside 
sales or customer service position. Often, the person 
will move on to a telesales role or outside sales function. 
Management may be in the future. 

Remember, the path doesn’t always lead to sales. I 
often see a diversion from the customer service role into 
purchasing or operational management. There are many 
different ways that a person can progress through the 
entity. There is no reason anyone should become stag-�
nant. Our goal here is to try to define this progression. 

Once the progression is outlined, the next task is to 
establish a list of skills associated with each position. In 
the case of my client, we broke the counter sales func-�
tion up into four positions: counter 1, 2, 3 and lead. We 
defined the skills a person had to master before moving 
on to the next position. The candidate worked through 
the list and learned how to perform each task. As he or 
she advanced, the skills became more difficult to master. 
The beauty of the program was that we could see who 
was willing to work on mastering each skill. Some were 
more motivated than others. 

This approach can work for all levels of the progres-�
sion. The challenge will be to come up with all the skills 
necessary for mastery. The skills will change as policies, 
technology and the business climate changes. In order 
to break down the enormity of this process, I suggest 
that you hand pieces of the progression off to different 
individuals in the organization. They are closest to the 
job and will have a better handle on the items required 
to fill out your progression. 

As an added bonus, a clear progression is a great 
way to attract new blood into the organization. Let’s 
face it: most of us didn’t go to school with the intention 
of entering this industry. Unless you were born into 
it, it probably didn’t cross the radar early on. Most of 
us started working summers in a warehouse and then 
came back after we graduated with the full intention 
of this being a short-�term gig until we found our “real” 
career. The years flew by, and all of sudden we found 
ourselves reading trade magazines and association 
newsletters. 

While this situation may have matched many of my 
contemporaries, I don’t think the modern distributor can 
rely on this method of filling their ranks. Good distribu-�
tors need to do a lot less hiring and start doing a lot more 
recruiting. What I mean by this is that we are going to 
have to offer something more than job and a paycheck. 

The newest generation of employees is looking for an 
opportunity that provides a constant stream of new chal-�
lenges. If they perceive monotony, they will go elsewhere. 
Do we have a constant stream of challenges in distribu-�
tion? Do people move through the ranks of the organiza-�
tion at a fairly rapid pace? We can fulfill this need for 
constant stimuli. We just need to learn how to sell it.

You will always be faced with the need to replace 
personnel in your organization, whether by choice 
or by happenstance. By creating a formal process for 
moving—and educating—your employees through a 
progression, you ensure that you are constantly gener-�
ating a bullpen of promotable talent.  

About of Author: Jason Bader is the Principal of The Distribution Team. 
He can be reached at jason@distributionteam.com.
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PEOPLE

Oregon	Door	Names	
Brian	Bennett	Vice	
President/General	
Manager

Brian Bennett 
has been named 
Vice President/

General Manager of Oregon Door. In this 
position, he will lead all manufacturing 
operations and help direct overall com-
pany strategy and development. 

Bennett has been employed by 
Oregon Door since 2008 as Production 
Manager. Under his leadership, the 
company has consistently improved 
manufacturing operations and efficien-
cies during trying economic conditions. 

Before joining Oregon Door, Bennett 
worked in a variety of manufacturing and 
wood products positions, where he was 
successful in improving safety, customer 
service and operations. His most recent 
prior position was Particleboard Plant 
Manager for Roseburg Forest Products. 

Visit www.oregondoor.com for more 
information on Oregon Door.

Ken	Theaker	Joins	PDQ

Kenneth W. Theaker 
has joined PDQ 
as National Sales 
Manager. Ken has 
more than 30 years 

of experience in the lock and hardware 
industry, including lengthy tenures with 
both Dorma Architectural Hardware and 
Schlage Lock. 

Ken’s most recent assignment was VP – 
Western Region for Dorma. In this capac-
ity, he was instrumental in increasing 
Dorma’s market share in the Western U.S. 
He also was a key contributor to the intro-

duction and distribution of the Dorma 
lock line. Ken has extensive knowledge of 
the contract hardware customer base and 
uses this information strategically. He will 
be responsible for executing PDQ’s long-
term business plan.

Prior to his tenure with Dorma, Ken 
held various roles of increasing respon-
sibility for Ingersoll Rand. During his 18 
years at Schlage, he was awarded numer-
ous accolades for his sales numbers. 

Visit www.pdqlocks.com for more 
information on PDQ Locks.

Michael	Hicks	Joins	
Powers	Products

Powers Products 
Co. announces the 
addition of Michael 
J. Hicks, AIA to 
its sales team. A 

licensed architect in Colorado, Michael 
has spent the majority of the last 15 years 
in business development roles for promi-
nent firms within the AEC industry. As a 
business development representative for 
Powers, Michael will be responsible for 
generating awareness and demand for a 
portfolio of category-leading architectur-
al building products, as well as cultivating 
relationships with key clients.

Visit www.powersproducts.com, email 
solutions@powersproducts.com, or call 
303/791-1010 for more information.

PRODUCTS

Boon	Edam	Launches	New		
Anti-Piggybacking	Technology	

Boon Edam, Inc. announces the launch 
of a new anti-piggybacking technology: 
StereoVision 2. 

StereoVision 2 merges two types of 
sensing technologies, optical and near 

infrared light, to monitor the compartment 
of a security revolving door or portal. 
The two technologies work together to 
determine displacement and distance by 
measuring the time it takes light to travel 
from the instrumentation to an object and 
back. The new system can accurately tell 
the difference between two people versus 
one person holding a box or luggage to 
minimize false rejections. The near infrared 
light sensor is not affected by sunlight or 

reflections, which eliminates any environ-
mental impairment of the system at loca-
tions near the exterior of buildings. 

“Piggybacking is a real threat in 
today’s world because most doors or 
access control systems cannot prevent it 
from happening proactively,” says, Mark 
Borto, President and CEO of Boon Edam. 
“The new technology in StereoVision 2 
has been proven through rigorous test-
ing for over two years to be extremely 
accurate.” 

To learn more, visit www.boonedam.us. 

aptiQ™	Multi-Technology	Readers		
Provide	Simple	Migration	to	Enhanced	
Security	Credentials	

Ingersoll Rand Security Technologies’ 
new aptiQ™ multi-technology readers 
read both proximity and smart  
credentials, providing users with a 

http://www.pdqlocks.com
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simple migration path to increased credential security levels, 
including various forms of proximity, MIFARE® Classic and 
MIFARE DESFire™ EV1. The readers are also NFC compliant, 
letting users easily migrate to mobile credentials in the future 
as needed. 

The aptiQ readers are a newly designed product, both aestheti-
cally and from a technology perspective. Their eye-pleasing, 
wall-hugging design suits a larger variety of architectural styles, 
and the four new color choices complement any building’s décor. 
These readers provide the high security of aptiQ™ technology 
with read range comparable to other readers on today’s market. 

aptiQ™ readers are designed to provide both integrators 
and end users with unique advantages. They are a simplified 
offering of readers that will meet the access control needs of 
virtually every application, allowing end users to expand and/
or upgrade credential technologies. 

Visit ingersollrand.com or securitytechnologies.ingersollrand.
com for more information.
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Building Relationships, Careers, and Business!
Privately owned company with over 800 employees and 80 years

of success and sales over $175MM. Committed to continued
growth and excellence for all employees and customers. 

We are seeking experienced DOOR INDUSTRY professionals for
operations, commercial sales, and commercial field installation

in existing markets and new markets. Current operations include:

D.H. PACE COMPANY offers a complete range of door and
door-related products and services, including:

• commercial entry doors • integrated security systems
• finish hardware • loading dock equipment
• automatic pedestrian doors • high speed industrial doors

We invite applicants with a minimum of three years experience in
the door industry to submit resumes. Industry certifications are
desirable, but not required. We offer excellent compensation and
a full benefits package. EOE

Submit resume via:
• E-mail: srrecruiter@dhpace.com
• Fax: 816.480.2682
• Phone: 866.265.9977

Non-smoking environment
Drug screen required
E-Verify participant

www.dhpace.com 10/11

Phoenix, AZ • Denver, CO • Atlanta, GA • Wichita, KS
Kansas City, MO • Springfield, MO • St. Louis, MO
Baltimore, MD • Las Vegas, NV • Albuquerque, NM
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is Just a Click Away...

www.dhi.org
For classified advertising rates for  

online or print advertising, deadlines, 
and other information, contact:

Kara Burgess 

Email: classifieds@dhi.org

Call: 703/766-7026

Visit: www.dhi.org
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IN AN EFFORT TO FACILITATE BETTER COMMU- 
nication between our membership and the 
Board of Governors, we are now listing all 
of the BOG members and their contact infor-�
mation in Doors & Hardware magazine every 
month. Additionally, one of the governors 
will write a short article on a topic that is of 
particular interest to him or her—and one 
that we feel may serve you and your busi-�
ness. We hope this will help you get to know 
each of us and hear what’s on our minds, just 
as we hope to hear more from you as well.

Over the last several years, we have all  
experienced difficult times, and it’s clear that this has changed the needs 
of our industry. With that in mind, DHI conducted major research regard-�
ing our annual conference and exposition in October 2011, and the feed-�
back was that the event needed to change… NOW. We listened, and we 
responded. 

CoNEXTions 2012 Las Vegas – October 17 & 18, 2012
■  More affordable room rates: The MGM Grand room rates are $139!
■  ChannelExChange: Pre-�schedule private meetings with channel 

partners and prospects more efficiently. 
■  SolutionSessions: More educational opportunities, maximizing 

your time spent at the expo with fast and efficient demonstrations  
on the show floor.

Security Summit 2013 at ISC West
■  Door and Hardware Pavilion, Las Vegas, April 2013 

CoNEXTions 2014 Dallas – June 25-27, 2014 
■  Room rate of $159 at the Hilton Anatole Hotel in Dallas, Texas

Additionally, in March 2012 we held a major strategic planning session 
to determine the direction of DHI through 2017. As your Board President, 
I felt it was imperative that DHI take a look at its long-�term strategic plan 
to ensure that our members and the industry were being best served by 
their association in the years to come. There were five exciting preferred 
futures that came from our strategic planning session that you can find at 
www.dhi.org. While staff is busy putting these into action, the Board of 
Governors will continue to look toward 2017 and beyond. 

I can assure you that your Board has the very best interests of our  
industry in mind as we make our decisions. The opportunity to engage 
with you at this high level will help all of us get there successfully together. 
Thank you!  

President:	David L. Neuner 

D. L. Neuner Co, Inc. • dneuner@dlneuner.com 

President-Elect:	Timothy Petersen, LEED AP	

VT Industries, Inc. • tpetersen@vtindustries.com

First	Vice	President: Mark E. Lineberger, AHC/EHC	

Valley Doors and Hardware, Inc. • markl@valleydoorshdw.com

Second	Vice	President:	Jerry Rice, CSI, CCCA, LEED Green Associate

D. H. Pace Company, Inc. • jerry.rice@dhpace.com

Mark J. Berger 

Securitech Group, Inc. • mberger@securitech.com 

Richard P. Calhoun, AHC  

Walters & Wolf Interiors • rcalhoun@waltersandwolf.com 

Albert A. Hilkert 

The Botzum Brothers Company • al@botzum-bros.com

Ira R. Hymowitz, AHC 

Weinstein and Holtzman, Inc. • irah@212hardware.com 

Jon R. Laing 

ASSA ABLOY Americas • jlaing@assaabloydss.com 

Robert D. Maas 

Ingersoll Rand Security Technologies • bob_maas@irco.com

Barry T. Shovlin 

Mohawk Flush Doors • bshovlin@masonite.com 

Edwin Toy, DAHC  

Spalding Hardware Systems • etoy@spaldinghardware.com

Sharon Wilson, AHC 

Powers Total Openings • sharonw@powersproducts.com 

James T. White, Jr., AOC 

Kamco Supply Corp. of Boston • jwhite@kamcoboston.com 

Liason,	Certification	Council: Anthony Boatman, DAHC/EHC

Hull Access Controls, Inc. • tonyboatman@hullaccesscontrols.com

Immediate	Former	President:	Ken J. Metzler, AHC

LaForce, Inc.	• kjm@laforceinc.com

DHI	Canada	President:	Joseph D. Molineaux, AHC

Spalding Hardware Systems  

dmolineaux@spaldinghardware.com

DHI BOARD OF GOVERNORS

David Neuner, Sr.

f i n a l  T H O U G H T S

http://www.dhi.org


Where can you find all of these fine 
brands from ASSA ABLOY under one roof?

at MIDWEST WHOLESALE
and technically it is under five different roofs.

midwestwholesale.com

Missouri 
  

800 821 8527
Florida 

  
800 659 8527

California 
 

888 707 8527
Pennsylvania 

 
800 821 8527

Texas 800 821 8527

Give us a call today so we can provide you
with door hardware solutions from ASSA ABLOY.
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